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HEARING ON THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND
DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., at the
Pichacho Hotel, 750 North Saint Francis, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Hon. Matthew Martinez [Chairman] presiding.

Member present. Mr. Martinez.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Good morning, good morning, ladies and

gentlemen. I am delighted to be here this morning. Let me try to
explain to you why we are here. We are here today at your semi-
annual 3onference of State juvenile directors to begin a series of
hearings where we will gather information with which to guide us
in the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act.

This act is scheduled to expire on September 30, 1992. We will be
looking at a number of issues that we know exist and others that
will be brought up at these hearings. We will also look at the origi-
nal intent of the act, its mandates and the future of juvenile justice
in America.

Most of you know that over the past 17 years, since the enact-
ment of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, the
act has evolved to adjust to the changing needs of both the system
and to the youth that it serves. And I wonder sometimes if we have
not kept pace with the rapid growth of gangs, violence and crime
and its correlation with the other reasons juveniles are dislocated
from our society. This subcommittee intends to take a look at the
existing programs to determine what works and what does not and
at innovative new programs that offer other alternatives and hope
for our youth.

Now, some of you may have heard me talk about the vulnerabil-
ity of the people served by this program or the program under the
jurisdiction of this subcommittee, but I do not believe there are any
people more vulnerable than our youth. These teenagers are im-
pressionable. They are struggling with a world of constantly-chang-
ing values and are in the process of making a transition from child-
hood to adulthood, which at many times is difficult. Those that do
not have support at home and who may be abused or neglected
have few places to turn other than the streets.

(1)
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And 1, in my neighborhood that I grew up in, have seen this
many, many times. Children who are in an abused home take to
the gangs and to the streets to try to get some kind of identity and
some kind of good feeling. Those that feel disenfranchised many
times reach out for just their peer approval wherever they can find

it, whether it is in gangs or whether it is just other peer groups
that are up to nc good. Many hide their pain by abusing drugs and
many just succumn to peer pressure, just wanting to be accepted.

We are holding this hearing in conjunction with the National Co-

alition of State Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups meeting to look
at issues facing States in administering the act both on a statewide
basis and at the local level. You will hear from State advisory
group members and from State administrators.

We will also hear testimony from those who have been in the
field, so to speak, those who have provided services to our youth
from gang intervention to drug prevention, from runaway shelters
to diversion from the 'criminal justice system. I think that we will
all find this testimony both helpful and interesting, and I look for-
ward to hearing the witnesses today.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Matthew G. Martinez follows:j

STATEMENT OF HON. MATTHEW G. MARTINEZ, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Good morning: I am really pleased to be here this morning to begin a series of

hearings to consider the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention Act. The act is scheduled to expire on September 30, 1992 and this sub-
committee will be looking at a number of issues between now and then, including
the original intent of the act, its mandates, and the future of juvenile justice in

America.
Over the past a years since the enactment of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquen-

cy Prevention Act, it has evolved to adjust to the changing needs of both the system
and to the youth that we serve. Provison of services has gotten more sophisticated,

but so have our youth.
This subcommittee intends to take a look at existing programs to determine what

works and what doesn't; and at innovative new programs that offer other alterna-
tives and hope for our youth.

Some of you may have heard me talk about the vulnerability of the people served

by the programs under the jurisdiction of this subcommittee. None are more vulner-

able than our youth. These teenagers are impressionablestruggling with a world
of constantly changing valuesand are in the process of making the transition from
child to adultwhich is most difficult at best.

Those who have no support at homewho may be abused or neglectedhave few

places to turn, other than to the streets.
Those who feel disenfranchised reach out for peer approval and find it where it is

availablewhether it is belonging to gangs or other peer groups. Many hide their

pain through abusing drugs and many just succumb to peer pressure, wanting to be

accepted.
Today, we are holding this hearing in conjunction with the National Coalition of

State Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups meeting to look at the issues facing States
in administering the act on both a statewide basis and at the local level. We will

hear from State advisory group members and from State administrators.
We will also hear testimony from the front lines. From those who provide the

services to our youth; from gang intervention to drug prevention; and from runaway

shelter to diversion from the criminal justice system.
I think that you v.11 find the testimony both interesting and informative.

Mr. MARTINEZ. And with that, I would like to call up our first
panel: Ms. Vicki Neiberg, who is the Chair for the National Coali-
tion of State Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups from Lansing,
Michigan, Mrs. Betty A. Downes. who is Chair of the New Mexico

Juvenile Justice Advisory Committee of Santa Fe, New Mexico, Mr.

6
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Orlando Martinez, no relation, Associate Director of Family and
Children Services, Department of Institutions, Denver, Colorado, al-
though we might be, because I am originally from Colorado. I was
born in Walsenberg, Colorado.

Mr. 0. MARTINEZ. Well, you bear a very familiar resemblance to
my family.

Chairman MARTINEZ. IS that right?
[Laughter.]
Chairman MARTINEZ. I might tell you a very interesting story.

When I was first elected to Congress I was asked to visit Phil
Burton in San Francisco. And when I went in his office there was a
gentleman there who introduced himself as Willie Martinez. And
when I looked at him, strange as it may seem, he was the spitting
image of my father. And I couldn't help but remark to him that he
was.

And following that statement I said, "Where are you from?" And
he said, "Colorado." I said, "Oh, I was born in Walsenberg, Colura-
do." He said, "I was, too." It turns out he is a first cousin. So you
never know.

Mr. 0. MARTINEZ. So you never know.
Chairman MARTINEZ. And our last panelist is Mr. Dan Prince,

Chief of Planning, Division of Children and Families, Department
of Human Resources, State of Nevada, Carson City, Nevada.

Welcome, I welcome you all and Ms. Neiberg, we will start with
you.

STATEMENT OF VICKI NEIBERG, NATIONAL COALITION OF
STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUPS, LANSING,
MICHIGAN

MS. NEIBERG. Thank you, Chairman Martinez and staff. I am
Vicki Neiberg, Chair of the National Coalition of State Juvenile
Justice Advisory Groups and Chair of the Michigan Committee on
Juvenile Justice, a State advisory group. I am here today on behalf
of the National Coalition to express the State's perspective on the
proposed reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
l'revention Act of 1974.

I am very pleased and honored that your subcommittee would
like to hear the National Coalition's opinions on the structure and
function of the act.

Through the act, Congress empowered volunteer citizen advisory
groups to respond to the systemic needs of the children and youth
who are often ignored, in appropriately treated and/or locked up,
the juvenile offender.

At the State level, every governor must appoint an advisory
group that creates the policies for distributing the Federal dollars
and the policies for carrying out the mandates of the act. All mem-
bers of State juvenile justice advisory groups participating under
the act are members of the National Coalition.

The State chairs form the Board of Directors of this organization,
which creates all policy for the organization. The National Coali-
tion has become the support system for the State and territorial
groups through a regional and national structure. Through a na-
tional conference and regional training each State and territory is
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able to share programs, screening tools, detention criteria, legisla-
tive strategy, diversion projects, et cetera.

Individually, we are able to borrow from each other, enlarge
upon the idea and make it suitable for our own State and local ju-
risdiction.

Now, what do you buy widi your dollars? Progress has transcend-
ed the number of grants or the amounts of the awards. The 'dedi-
cated professionals in juvenile justice, the volunteers and the activ-
ist groups have devoted untold energy and resources beyond the
available grant funds. Our ability to serve youth in our communi-
ties by carrying out the mandates and intentions of the act is di-
rectly related to the perseverance of congressional oversight and
interest.

States tend to have pockets of non-compliance rather than
having wholesale disregard for the premise of the act. States not in
comphar.v because of a particular quirk need concerted assistance
from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
The Office must be willing to use all its power, prestige and re-
sources to further the act's agenda rather than retreat from the
act's underlying principles and goals. Changes and adjustments to
the juvenile justice system have been accomplished by the States
alone through the formula grant program without consistent lead-
ership or expectations from the Office of Juvenile Justice and De-

linquency Prevention.
The direction of the research, discretionary grants, exemplary

demonstration programs and many other activities of the office

have often been based on a current partisan fad, as opposed to the
mandates of the act or the disparate needs of the States. Further-
more, the direction of these efforts has often had little relevance to
the policy-makers or service providers at the local level. Where re-
search and/or demonstration projects have provided information
vital to the States, the coordination, integration and dissemination
of these endeavors have often been absent.

Many States still need help to reach deinstitutionalization of
status offenders and jail removal goals. If you'll look on page 2 of
the written testimony, table one lists the number of States in com-
pliance and not in compliance with each mandate. As you will see
we have not met the mandates.

All States have just begun to wrestle with the enormity of the
task in assessing and addressing the reality of disproportionate
numbers of minority children within the juvenile justice system.
Through the act you have helped us identify deeper problems, dis-
proportionate representation of minorities within the juvenile jus-
tice system, variations and permutations of inappropriate confine-
ment such as relabeling of status offenders as mental health devi-
ants needing psychiatric placement, the lack of resources, coordina-
tion and attention of the Native American/Native Alaskan chil-
dren. The act, however small, is the only Federal vehicle for ad-

dressing the herculean juvenile justice challenge.
There is an unwillingness and an inability of the administrative

branch, regardless of party or person, to carry forth the intent and
purposes of the act, resulting in friction and sometimes all out hos-
tility towards the States. Some of the friction is inherent within
the structure created by the act. Although the President of the
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United States appoints the Administrator, the office itself has
never had the luxury of independence to carry out the mandates of
the act nor had the freedom to work with the States in a true part-
nership.

Even adequate staff support for training and technical assistance
has not been available to carry out the normal activities within the
formula grant section. If technical assistance had not been provid-
ed by an outside contractor, there would have been few if any serv-
ices available to most States.

Most of the projects and programs sponsored by the divisions out-
side of formula grants are tangential to the basic thrust of the act.
If the purposes of the act are to be carried out in a coordinated
manner, then these structural defects must be corrected. The Office
must be free to administer the act. The programs and research
funded by the Office must be relevant to the work within the
States. The vacancies must be filled, the staff trained in the vision
of reform that the act incorporates, the Office held to a standard
that reflects the core of the act.

Now, why has this piece of legislation survived when many
others from this era have failed to thrive? The drafters of the act
managed to infuse their fervor for change into all the activities
mandated so that those of us who carry out the policy decisions
under the act, those of us who carry out the administrative activi-
ties under the act, and those of us who carry out the services and
justice for children would see beyond the acting out, the antisocial
behavior, even the serious and violent crimes of our children. We
would see young people who can reclaim and reconstruct their
lives. And it has worked.

Although we have not completed our goal from the 1970's, dein-
stitutionalization of status offenders, nor our task from the 1980's,
jail removal, we can say there are useful, successful programs and
processes in every State. They need to be duplicatecl within and
among States not undermined by a Federal bureaucracy that be-
lieves that juvenile offenders can be punished or coerced into
peaceful productive lives. Neither juveniles nor society are served
well by a juvenile justice policy that is primarily reactive and
simply punitive.

It is not enough to get tough; we must get smart. It is time to
invigorate and strengthen a juvenile justice policy based on knowl-
edge rather than political expediency; one that is consistent with
the high ideals embedded in the 1974 legislation. I appreciate this
opportunity to speak to the subcommittee and I will be happy to
answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Vicki Neiberg follows:]
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I.
Who Are We?

The National Coalition of State Juvenile Justice Achisory Groups is that "...organization
composed of major representatives of the State advisory groups.. "mandated by section 241
0(2) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act to perform activities. which
include "...advising the Administrator (of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
te ntion) with respect to particular functions or aspects of the work of the office; and advising
the President and Congress with regard to State perspectives on the operation of the Office
and Federal legislation pertainnig to juvenile justice and delinquency prevention."

We are the only national organization that focuses on the juvenile justice system. We are
citizen tolunteers appointed by our governors, who represent both the public and private
sector, the provider and consumer of services. the policymaker and the administrator, the
professional and the "do-gooder." the young and the "not so young:' the law enforcer and the

delinquent.
We're a democratic body that forges consensus and takes stands that further envision

change. We embody the activities that Congress foresaw for the state advisory committees: the
policy makers, the compliance monitors, the youth advocates, the juvenile system reformers

and the bureaucratic conscience.
Because of the dictates of the Act, juvenile justice reform operates in an extraordinary

tt ay. In a unique citizen-government partnership. local citizens (volunteers), local, state, and
federal governmental employees, public and private providers. training and technical contrac
tors. law enforcement officers, and judicial personnel are prodded by specific mandates and
inspired by a legislative vision. This singk piece of Federal legislation provides the only Federal

au thonty and direction for the reform and advocacy efforts on behalf of our children, children

that no one else concentrates on. troubled children, abandoned children, delinquent children..
Through the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, Congress empowered vol-

unteer citizen advisory groups to respond to the systemic needs of the children and youth
who often are ignored. inappropriately treated and/or locked-up, the juvenile offender.
Together. we search for answers. The state advisory groups have never watered in their com-

mitment to effective juvenile justice policy.

Structure of the National Coalition
Translating this policy into a viable, visible national organization has required great effort

by a lot of dedicated indMduals. Seventeen years ago when the JIDPA was first passed. there

was no "We no coalition. This piece of reform legislation required each governor to appoint

an advisory group to carry out the mandates of the Act. Consequentk.. rhere were 50 nea

phyte advisory groups each trying to define its role and to make sense of the Act
The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act dictates a very unusual policy-

rraicing and administrative structure. At the state level, every Governor must appoint an
advisory group that creates the policies for distributing the Federal dollars and the policies for

carrying out the mandates of the Act. The maiority of each advisory group, including the chair

"...shall not be full time employees of the Federal, State, or local government." AB members of

th c. ttne juvenile justice advisory groups participating under the Act are members of the

1 1



National Coalition of State Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups. The state chairs form the Board

of Directors of the National Coalition, which creates all policy for the organization.

Approximately twelve years ago. 1979. the National Coalition of State Juvenile Justice

Advisory Groups was conceived. It has become the support system for the state and terntonal

groups through a regional and national structure. Via a nationai conference, each state and

ierntory is able to share programs. screening tools, detention enteria. legislative strategy,

diversion prolects. etc. Individualls we are able to borrow from each other, enlarge upon the

idea, and make it suitable for our own state or local (urisdiction. The power of diversity

enables the Coalition to focus on the systemic change of aluvemle Justice system that does not

adequately meet the needs of society or the needs of youth.

Together, we have grown-up and united into a single entity; a democratic body of volun-

teers who form consensus based upon a common philosophy toward youth. Together, we

ss rite an annual report. As remarkable as this may seem, a report emerges which reflects the

consensus of the participating states and territories. Together, we make recommendations to

the President, Congress. and the Office ofJuvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Our distinctive contribution was recognized by Congress in 1984 when it abolished the

politically appointed National Advisory Committee (NAC) and replaced it with the National

Coalition of State Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups. a voluntary, non-partisan organization. As

the National Coalition assumed the work of the NAC, Congress amended the Act in 1988 to

require the Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to

provide technical and financial assistance to The Coalition to allow it to fulfill its mandated

ninctions.
The 1974 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act was and is reform legislation. It

mandated deinstitutionalization of status offenders and non offenders and sight and sound

separation of delinquents from adults in any adult facility (The inadvertent consequence of

sound and sight separation was that youth held in an adult facility were kept in solitary

confinement.) Therefore:in 1980. the tail removal mandate was added to the Act. Many

states still have the basic mandates to

Table I
Survey on Compliance'

(includes 49 States and 4 Territories)

Deinstitutionalization of Status Offender (DSO)
In Compliance 48

Not In Compliance 5

Sight and Sound Separation
In Compliance 41

Not In Compliance 12

Jail Removal initiative (J111)
In Compliance 33

Not In Compliance 20

Thn data ttas collected on September 5, 1991. by telephone. to all states and territories.

12
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All of us are challenrd to meet our newest mandate: minority over-representation within
the juvenile justice system. Each of us grapples with the inadequate formula of the "Indian

pass through" monies.
Our National Coalition provides us with a unified voice to advise Congress, the President.

and OHDP; to express the consensus of 57 states and territories; to provide a structure for
continuity of effort for every state and temtory regardless of the individual who serves as
President, Attorney General, Administrator, governor, state adtiwry group member, or :tate
chair; to disseminate the Federal legislative intent to all state chairs and advisory group mem-

bers: to serve as a repository for the information garnered from the national conferences,
(attendees and presentors), the states. the Federal Office and contractors, and the national
child serving agencies: to return home empowered to do the needed work. Together, the sore

advisory committees have become the catalyst for change.

Common Ground: The Basic Philosophical Principles
Research. personal experiences, and accumulated wisdom from the juvenile justice com-

rnunity. child-serving agencies. and child advocates, were shared with Congress over a period

of six years. Based on this information, critical thinking, and court decisions, Congress
embraced a philosophy which is reflected throughout the Act. This view has led to the
priorities, i.e., mandates that are currently emeshed in the Act, to the subsequent amend-

ments, and to a set of regulations reflecting the principles of the Act. These are the underpin-

nings which ea' state and thereby each local grantee must follow.

These basic tenets include the following,

I. If children are to have a healthy and happy life, their needs should be met within their

family and community and not within an institution.

2. If society decides to intervene in the life of a child, certain safeguards must be provided:

a. no status offender or non-offender will be held in a locked setting;

b. a non.offender will not be co-mingled with a status offender or a delinquent;

c. appropriate alternative placements will be found for the child;

d. diversion from the juvenile justice system;

e. appropriate programming will be found for the child;

3. If freedom is going to be restricted, children have a right not to be held in an adult facility

not a jail, or a lockup, or a holdover. Furthermore, children, who are in institutions,

have a right to:
due process

counsel
safety

the least restrictive setting
treatment
medical & psychological screening
medical services

rehabilitation

3
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regular and appropriate education services
appropnate educational testing upon admmion

individual educational plans
sufficient resources to implement such plans

work programs that are related to the child's personal and therapeutic needs

regular and extensWe exercise and recreation

food that meets the dietary requirements for children

professional supervisory staff and line staff with appropriate academic degrees and/or

license, training and experience required for particular posmons in the institution

adequate hving space and privacy

be free of physical restraints

a grievance procedure
be free of corporal punishment
be spared isolation techniques whether they be *Ils or "time,out" rooms

Congress. through the Department of Justice, through the Office, through the States, by

av of their leadership and grants. will implement these principles, enforce these guidelines

and reform and reshape the juvenile justice system in this country. These precepts were to be

instituted by each state regardless of budgetary considerations.

In.
What Do You Buy With Your $SP

Progress has transcended the number of grants or the amounts of the awards. We are

talking about a relatively small program, but it has had immense leverage. The dedicated

professionals in juvenile justice. the volunteers, and the activist groups, have devoted untold

energy and resources beyond the available grant funds. Our ability to serve youth in our

communities by earning out the mandates and intentions ofthe .Act is directly related to the

perseverance of Congressional oversight and interest. States will not continue to

progress without your Federal assistance. If we are to positively effect the justice and opportu-

nities for our children, resources must be brought to the child's community and family. Pro-

grams in the community may be the key to saving many young lives.

In fulfilling the original objectives, states have had uneven success. States' progress has

been slow but steady. All states have made modifications to their handling of juveniles. Atti,

tudes, processes, laws, procedures and programs have changed dramatically over the past

seventeen years. All the territories and most states
comply with the Act on the whole or in

part; states tend to have pockets of non compliance rather than having wholesale disregard for

the premise of the Act. States, not in compliance because of a particular quirk in a law/

ordinance, court, location, or some other aberrant localized situation, need concerted assist-

ance from the Office. The Office must be willing to use all its power and prestige to further

the Act's agenda rather than retreat from the Act's underlying principles and goals.

Changes and adjustments to the juvenile justice system have been accomplished by the

States alone, through the Formula Grant Program, without consistent leadership or expecta-

tions from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. The direction of the

research, discretionary grants. exemplary demonstration programs, and many other activities

4
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of the Office has often been based on a current partisan fad, as opposed to the mandates of the

.Act or the desperate needs of the states. Furthermore, the direction of these efforts has often
had little relevance to the pohcymakers or service providers at the local level. Where research
and/or demonstration projects have provided information vital to the States' effort, the cc :midi-

nation, integration, and dissemination of these endeavors have often been absent.

We need the JJDRA to allow us to continue to press for the attainment of the original

priorities. Without your leadership and funding, momentum will be lost; without the spot-

light of regulations and state monitoring, there will be gradual slippage in compliance; without

the Federal Office carrying out the day-to-day activities, states will continue to flounder;

without some structural strengthening of the Act, the Office will continue to be driven by a

political agenda, instead of being able to operate as an independent agency.

Many states still need help to reach deinstitutionalization of status offenders iDSOi and

jail removal (JRIl goals. All states haw just begun to wrestle with the enormity of the task in

assessing and addressing the reality of disproportionate numbers of minority children within

the juvenile justice system. Without Federal assistance, progress will be stalled; there is little

hope for future success in the absence of Federal leadership.
Although the states have had to "buy-in" to the administration of the Act by providing a

50% match for staff, there has been no requirement for any state to match the formula grant

portion of the Act. The no.match provisions of the Act have allowed ideas and groups to

flourish which would otherwise have had no hope. What these programs, groups and ideas

have accomplished is often truly remarkable; seed money has been used to establish akerna-

tives to adult facilities, shelter care, models for juvenile processing, specific treatment pro-

grams and many other services that are now fully funded by the state or local government.

Unless no-match federal assistance is continued, there is little expectation that the goals

envisioned within the Act will ever achieve success.
There are few programs which deliver so much bang for the buck. Juvenile advocates are

tenacious and persistent overachievers. Over the years, people within the states have learned

to work for an overall national agenda. This is truly a program that reaches into every nook

and cranny of the juvenile justice system. The state advisory group, along with its state plan-

ning agency, collects data, creates monitoring systems, and ultimately targets what types of

programs will be funded. Finally; every local group designs a program to meet its local needs

and vet fulfills the obligation of the state to meet the Federal mandates. Every state legislature.

county, law enforcement agency, juvenile court, residential program, and most state agencies

has been directly affected by this piece of legislation.
Although under the influence of the 11DPA, we have achieved notable success and

progress has been substantial on deinstitutionalization (DSO) and the jail removal initiative

URI), there is a long way to go and there are many additional related goals which challenge us

all. Through the Act, you have helped us identify deeper problems: disproportionate represen-

tation of minorities within the juvenile justice system; variations and permutations of inappro-

priate cv ,finement such as relabeling of status offenders as mental health deviants needing

psychiatric placement; the lack of resources, coordination, and attention of the Native Amen-

can/Native Alaskan children. JJDPA, however small, is the only federal vehicle for addressing

the herculean juvenile justice challenge. The end of JJDPA assistance would snuff out the

spark of hope it cffers for juvenile justice reform,

5
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W.

The Unfinished Agenda

I. the continued use of inappropriate continement of juvendes

2. the quality of institutional care for juveniles

3. the lack of communitv.based programs for anti.social and acting.out children; the lack of

nonresidential programs to meet the mental health needs of children and their families

4. the inadequate funding for Native American/Native Alaskan children

5. the infancy of the effort to examine and address the over.representation of minority chil.

dren in the juvenile justice system

6. the autonomy of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention; the non

responsiveness of the Office

Each issue has appeared with regularity in our annual report. Some of these, inappro.

priate confinement of juveniles and the quality of institutional care, the overrepresentaticin of

minority children in the juvenile justice system and the lack of effort or dollars .iirected

tmvard Native American/Native Alaskan juvenile problems have been reported to you in

detail.' These issues focus our energies. monies, and creativity. There is enormous frustralon

in addressing this agenda; enormous pride when we chy away.

Subject
1 the continued use of
inappropnate confinement 01
ueites

: the qualiti ot institutional care
'or r,:+eniles

I the lack ot communit!,baied
programs for antosocial and
acting.out children; the lack 01

nonrendennal programs to meet
the mental health needs or
children and their families

4 the inadequate funding for
Name Amencans

i the infancy of the effort to
examine and address the
oieurepresentation of mmonty
children in the juvenile Justice
system

6. the autonomy of the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevenuon, the
nororesponsweness of the Office

Table 2'
Previous Reports

Report
Looking Back to the Future

Promises to Keep

An Act oi Empowerment

Looking Back to the Future
Promises to Keep

An Act ot Empowerment

looking Back to the Future
PrOMISes f0 Keep

A Delicate Balance

An Act of Empowerment

Looking Back to the Future
Delicate Balance

Looking Back to the Future

A Delicate Balance

Looking Back to the Future
Promises to Keep

A DelscaLe Balance

An Act of Empowernient

Report of the 1986 Nauonal State Advisory Group Conference

The Fint Report to the President. Congress and the Administrator

of the Office of Juverule Justice and Delinquency Prevention

Year
1990

1989

1987

1990
1989

1987

1990
1989

1988

1987

1990
1988

1990

1988

1990
1989

1988

1987

1986

1986
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This frustration is compounded by the unwillingness and inability of the administratne
branch (regardless of party or person) to carry-forth the intent and purposes of the Act,
resulting in friction and sometimes all out hostility towards the states. Some of the friction is
inherent within the structure created by the Act. Although the President of the United States,
not the Attorney General, appoints the Administrator of the Office. the Office itself has never
had the luxury of independence to carry out the mandates of the Act nor had the freedom to
work with the states in a true partnership. Even adequate staff support for training and
technical assistance has not been available to carry out the normal activities within the for-
mula grant section. If technical assistance had not been provided by a contractor, there would

have been htzie tf any services available to most states.
The Act directs the states to address deinstittitionahzation of status offenders and non-

offenders. separation, jail removal, and minority over-representation; but it does not require
OHDP to focus on these issues with its discretionary grants or any of its other activities. Only
the states are directed by these mandates. Only the states are evaluated on performance in
these areas. There is no requirement that the divisions be evaluated in regard to helping the

states and locahties achieve the objectives stipulated.
Most of the projects and programs, sponsored and funded by dMsions outside of formula

grants, are tangential to the basic thrust of the Act. Rarely does the Office sponsor. replicate,
(ir disseminate programs that would aid states as they try to fulfill the mandates and intent of

the Act. The research that is done to expand the field of knowledge is not distributed to the
states in a consistent, useful or timely manner. (In the past, scarce formula grant funds had to

be used for the completion of a discretionary research grant when the Office suddenly
decided to cut short its commitment to the project.)

This year, for the first time, the OJJDP is not free to hire or transfer personnel nor to set its
,Avn funding priorities. Even with strong objections from the Coalition, state agencies, and
vanous achocacv groups in response to the publication in the Federal Register of the areas that

)JJDP would fund through its discretionary grants division, the final plan reflected the Rind-
ing priorities only for the Office of Justice Programs not those required by the mandates, not

those of the states, not even those of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
non. No longer is the Office able to function as the administrative body for the Act.

The frustrations expressed reflect genuine diffetences about how and where priorities
shOuld be set and limited resources should be spent. The problems cannot be resolved by

trying to fix blame. They must be addressed by structural and legislative changes that go

beyond party and politics in order to end the never-ending strife between the states and the

Office, and now the Office and OJP
The cry for "more cooperation and coordination between the State and Federal govern-

ment" is identified in our first report.
The problems and issues that plague the relationship between the States

and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention are his.
torical and result from the manner in whkh the legislation is imple-
mented and the politicizing of the Office. The issues about which we

are concerned are organizational and structural, as well as individual

and political.
from THE HIIST REPO1T..p.1, 1986
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If the purposes of the Act are to be carried out in a coordinated manner, then these

structural defects must be corrected. The Office must be free to administer the Act. The

programs and research fundedby the Office must be relevant to the work within the states.

The staff positions at OJJDP must be tilled; the staff trained in the vision of reform that the Act

incorporates; the Office held to a standard that reflects the core of the Act.

Currentls there has been an enormous influx of Federal dollars to the states for law

enforcement and drug treatment. Very few of these dollars. if any, reach the children calling

out for help. If some of this mones or even the "drug money" allocated under this title (Part D,

Sec. 281), was funneled through the state structure that is set up by the Act, these monies.

which are currently channeled through the states' departments of education, public health,

management and budget, etc., would target our most needy and vulnerable children. Drugs.

gangs. violent offenders are a few of the areas that every state plan already assesses with a

crime analysis and addresses within its grant priorities.

These issues cannot be segregated from the totality; they are part and parcel of an ince .

grated juvenile justice blueprint. I urge you not to fall into the trap that combines juvenile

justice priorities with drug priorities; this would continue to keep the focus on law enforce.

ment as opposed to juvenile justice. lithe juvenile thrust becomes a subsection of the "drug

bills:' it will be a pnme example of the "tail wagging the dog" instead of the other way around.

Another major area that must be studied is the funding level. Congress must fund the Act

at an increased level so that the funding level: I. reflects an adjustment for inflation; and 2.

reaches the critical floor that triggers an increase in the minimum needed by the smaller

states. Furthermore, the pass through money made available to Indian tribes through the for.

mula grants program is inadequate in the amount of dollars and scope of effort. The overall

cap in the bill must be significantly raised.

V.

Conclusion

Why has this piece of legislation survived when many others from this era have failed to

thrive? The basic principles and philosophy on which the act was formed were formulated

over a long period of time from testimony garnered from every segment of society and the

juvenile justice academician, philosopher, researcher, and practitioner. The structure created

to carrrout these visions insured that the public interest at the local level would be served.

The drafters of this Act managed to inoculate their ferwir for change into all the activities

mandated so that those of us who carrrout the policy decisions under the Act, those of us

who carry-out the administrative activities under the Act, and those of us who carry.out the

services and justice for children, would see beyond the acting.out, the antisocial behavior,

even the serious and violent crimes of our children. V would see young people who can

reclaim and reconstruct their lives.
It has worked. Police departments that placed children in cells now sit with them in the

lobby or administrative office until their parents or social service person arrive. Sheriffs no

longer confine juveniles to a cell but locate them in a staff,secured holdover room. Judges,

deciding to inter a Juvenile till trial, may choose a detention center or a staff.secured home

instead of a jail. Adjudicated youth can now look forward to a community-based residential

treatment center (either secured or nonsecured) rather than a huge state training school.

8
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Programs isuch as Michigan's Dar Ireatment alternatne sv hick provides job training and ssork
skills for adjudicated delinquents) have developed and are used by judges as alternatives to
residential placements. Sexually abused and abusing children are treated in both residential
and nonresidential programs. There are hundreds of examples nationwide. Few states, how.
eser, have these choices throughout their urban, suburban, or rural communities. Fewer still
hase the follow.up and aftercare resources that are needed to prevent recidisism or hirther
penetration into the system.

.Although %se have not completed our goal from the '70s (DSO), nor our task from the '80s
JR!), we can sas there are useful, successful programs and processes in every state. They need
to be duphcated %%Rhin and among states not undermined by a federal bureaucracy that
believes that juvenile offenders can be punished or coerced Into peaceful. productive lives.
Neither juveniles nor societv are served well by a juvenile justice policy that is primarily
reactive and simply punitive. It is not enough to get tough; we must get smart. It is time to
invigorate and strengthen a juvenile justice policy based on knowledge rather than political
expediency; one that is consistent with the high ideals embedded in the 1974 legislation.

We hase begun our agenda for the '90s disproportional representation of minorities
ss !chin the jusemle justice system. Once again, we will attempt to have impact on the perva.
sive and persistent policies and practices that harm our children, our communities, and our
nation. Please do not accept the specious argument that DU can declare victory and leave the
field. You and I have barely begun to reduce crime and improve justice in the juvenile area.
Violence continues to be a chilling threat to both society and to our children.

As Aristotle warned, "poverty is the parent of revolution and crime." We know that.
"trees, when they are lopped and cut, grow up again and in a short time; but man, being once
lost, cannot easily be recovered." (Pericles)

9
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Chairman MARTINEZ. I have several questions for you, Ms. Nei-
berg, and I thank you for that very fine testimony. We will hear

from all of the panelists and then we will ask some questions. I do

not want to lose my place, here, but we will go to Dr. Downes next.

STATEMENT OF BETTY A. DOWNES, CHAIR, NEW MEXICO JUVE.

NILE JUSTICE ADVISORY COMMITTEE, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Ms. DOWNES. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, as
the chairperson of the New Mexico Juvenile Justice Advisory Com-

mittee appointed by our Governor, Bruce King, I would like to wel-

come the committee and the other members to our State. New

Mexico has made great improvements since the mid-1970's in the

manner in which we have handled troubled youth and much of this
improvement was made possible through the Juvenile Justice Act.

The act has been a good example of how a Federal program can

encourage States to implement reforms with limited Federal finan-

cial assistance while still recognizing that most of the responsibil-

ity for the juvenile justice rests within the States.
The act has certainly helped us remove most status offenders

from secure detention and into non-secure alternatives, although
we are still struggling to meet the needs of the chronic status of-

fender population. We have passed State legislation prohibiting se-

cured detention of children in need of supervision and have provid-

ed State funds for sheltered programs for these youth. The act has

also helped our State to separate juveniles from adults in detention
and to divert many youth from secured detention in adult jails.

Many innovative delinquency programs were started in New
Mexico with the juvenile justice assistance and have continued to
provide services under other permanent funding sources. Our State
advisory group clearly supports the Juvenile Justice Act and the
improvements that it has fostered. What distinguishes New Mexico

is that we are one of the States not in full compliance with the jail
removal requirements of the act and we are entering our third and
final waiver year, the discretion given by the Administrator to
waive termination of the State's participation in the act. We are
faced with problems regarding compliance that are inherent to
large, sparsely-populated rural areas. For example, transporting of

a juvenile to the nearest separate juvenile detention center may be

inadvisable due to the great distances involved, yet his or her
county is so rural and poor that it cannot afford a totally separate
free-standing detention facility for juveniles complete with ade-

quate recreational, educational and medical facilities.
We believe there is more than one avenue or one strategy to

reach the goal established by Congress for removal of juveniles
from adult jails. Until recently one particular strategy seems to
have been wiopted as a goal itself rather than been seen as a strat-

egy for achieving the goal. New Mexico believes that there needs to

be some flexibility given to the States to allow us to choose for our-

selves the best approach and the best strategy to achieve the goals

set by Congress. C,ongress should provide for this type of flexibility
especially for large rural States like ours and without it, several
States will simply never come into full compliance and will be ter-
minated under the act.

20
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I would like to briefly describe New Mexico's approach to reach-
ing the goals set by Congress. We are funding non-secure alterna-
tives to detention in an effort to remove youth from adult jails. For
these youth who do require secured detention, we are working very
hard to upgrade the quality of detention services to these youth.
The State has recently developed through a cooperate effort among
counties, the State Youth Authority, our advisory group and the
American Correctional Association, a set of juvenile detention fa-
cilities standards which help to assure high quality care within de-
tention. This includes facility plans, policies and procedures to
guaranty the youth are not held in adult detention areas and have
no contact with them.

The standards, which are patterned after current national stand-
ards, provide for a range of services for youth while in detention.
These standards are a major step forward for New Mexico and by
State law, facilities must comply with the standards in order to
detain youth. Another component of our strategy is State of the art
specialized training for juvenile detention officers who are then
certified by the State. In addition, the Youth Authority with the
help of our advisory group, is expanding its efforts to monitor and
assist local detention facilities. These are all major improvements
in our State which will help us significantly in out efforts to
comply with the act.

Some of these elements of our strategy may work in other large
rural States and some may not, but the key is that we selected this
particular approach as the one best suited in our State and we are
making good faith effort to reach the goals established by Congress.
Our advisory group welcomes the willingness of the Office of Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to work with the States to
allow us to develop our own strategies to meet the goals of the act.

They recently issued Policy Number 91-1401 regarding jail re-
moval, which establishes a minimum compliance level States must
adhere to. It gives certain States the flexibility to exceed this mini-
mum level of services for juveniles in detention in whichever
manner best suits them. We believe that the office is listening to
States in a partnership effort and is providing needed administra-
tive flexibility, yet all the while they are monitoring us and hold-
ing us accountable for compliance with the goals set forth by Con-
gress, and we applaud their leadership in doing so.

In closing, I would like to reiterate that our geographically large
rural State, New Mexico, is working hard to reach the goals estab-
lished by Congress and set forth in the act. Although we are not in
full compliance yet, we are making exciting progress through col-
laborative efforts throughout our State. We urge Congress to reau-
thorize the act and provide States with as much as their own flexi-
bility to continue progress and achieve compliance with the goals.
Thank you for the opportunity to discuss this with you. I would be
pleased to answer any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Betty A. Downes follows:]
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STATEMENT OP BETTY A. DOWNES, PH.D., CHAIRPERSON. NEW MEXICO JUVENILE
JUSTICE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

As the Chairperson of the New Mexico Juvenile Justice Advisory Committee, ap-
pointed by Governor Bruce King, I also wish to welcome the committee and others
to our State.

New Mexico has made great improvements since the mid 1970's in the manner in
which we handle troubled youth, and much of this improvement was made possible
through the JJDP Act. The act has been a good example of hos a Federal program
can encourage States to implement reforms, with limited Federal financial assist-
ance, while still recognizing that most of the responsibility for juvenile justice rests
with the States.

The act has certainly helped us remove most status offenders from secure deten-
tion and into non-secure alternatives, although we are still struggling to meet the
needs of the chronic status-offender population. We have passed State legislation
prohibiting secure detention of Children In Need of Supervision, and have provided
State funds for shelter programs for these youth. The act has also helped our State
to separate juveniles from adults in detention, and to divert many youth from
secure detention in adult jails. Many innovative delinquency prevention programs
were started in New Mexico with JJDP assistance and have continued to provide
services under other permanent funding sources.

Our State advisory group clearly supports the JJDP Act and the improvements it
has fostered. What distinguishes New Mexico is that we are one of the States not in
full compliance with the jail removal requirement of the act, and we are entering
our third and final waiver year (the discretion given to the Administrator to waive
termination of a State's participation in the act). We are faced with problems re-
garding compliance that are inherent to large, sparsely populated rural States. For
example, transportation of a youth to the nearest separate juvenile detention center
may be inadvisable due to the great distances involved, yet his or her own county is

so rural and poor that it cannot afford a totally separate, free-standing de ention
facility for juveniles, complete with adequate recrefional, educational and medical
services. We believe there is more than one avenue or one strategy to reach the goal
established by Congress for removal ofjuvenilea from adult jails. Unfortunately, one
particular strategy seems to have been adopted as the goal itself, rather than being
seen as a strategy for achieving the goal. New Mexico believes that there needs to
be some flexibility given to the States to allow us to choose for ourselves the best
approach and the beat strateq to achieve the goal set by Congress. Congress should
provide for this type of flexibility, especially for large, rural States like ours. With-
out this flexibility, several States will simply never come into full compliance and
will be terminated from the act. I would like to briefly describe New Mexico's ap
proach to reaching the goal set by Congress. We are funding non-secure alternatives
to detention in an effort to remove youth from adult jails. For these youth who do

require secure detention, we are working very hard to upgrade the quality of deten-
tion services to these youth. The State has recently developed, through a coopera-
tive effort among counties, the State Youth Authority, our SAG, and the American
Correctional Association, a set of juvenile detention facility standards which help to
ensure high quality care while in detention. This includes facility plans, policies and
procedures to guarantee that youth are not held in the adult detention area and
have no contact with them. The standards, which are patterned after current na-
tional standards, provide for a range of services for youth while in detention. These
standards are a major step forward for New Mexico, and by State law, facilities
must comply with the standards in order to detain youth. Another component of our
strategy is to provide state-of-the-art, specialized training for juvenile detention offi-
cers, who are then certified by the State. In addition, the State Youth Authority,
with help from the SAG, is expanding its efforts to monitor and assist local deten-
tion facilities. These are all major improvements in our State which will help us
significantly in our efforts to comply with the act. Some of these elements of our
strategy may work in other large, rural States, and some may not, but the key is
that we selected this approach as the one best suited to our State, and we are
making a good faith effort to reach the goals established by Congress.

Our SAG welcomes the willingness of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention to work with States to allow us to develop our own strategies to
meet the goals of the act. They recently issued Policy Number 91-1401 regarding
jail removal which establishes a minimum compliance level States must adhere to,
yet certainly gives States the flexibility to exceed this minimum level of service for

juveniles in detention in whatever manner best suits the State. We believe the
Office is listening to the States in a partnership effort, and is providing needed ad-
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ministrative flexibility, yet all the while they are monitoring us and holding us ac-
countable for compliance with the goals set forth by Congress. We applaud the
Office for the leadership they have demonstrated in this effort.

In closing, I would like to reiterate that our geographically large, rural State of
New Mexico is working very hard to reach the goals established by Congress in the
JJDP Act, and although we are not in full compliance yet, we are making major
exciting progress through collaborative efforts within the State. We urge Congress
to reauthorize the JJDP Act and provide States such as ours with the flexibility to
continue this progress and to achieve compliance with your goals. Thank you for the
opportunity to discuss this with you, and I will be pleased to answer any questions
you might have.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you, Dr. Downes. Mr. Martinez.

STATEMENT OF ORLANDO MARTINEZ, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF INSTITU-
TIONS, DENVER, COLORADO

Mr. 0. MARTINEZ. Mr. Martinez, thank you very much for the op-
portunity to be able to address you today and your staff. I have just
been recently appointed associate director for Family and Children
for the Colorado Department of Institutions. Up until September
1st and since 1975 I was director of the Youth Corrections Systems
in our State, so I come with two hats today to talk to you about the
juvenile correctional side and also some of the exciting things that
I think we will be doing as fl.r as families and children on the
other side.

I will try to confine my remarks to the future of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act rather that dwell on the
past. I want to tell you that Colorado is in compliance. We have
removed kids from jails. We occasionally have some in there and
status offenders have been reduced in our secure lock-ups. And
that has been done through the hard work and dedication and the
stubbornness of the people that have been involved in the act. And
as you know, there are very few advocates for children, particular-
ly those who are acting out, so they have had their job cut out for
them.

Another reason, too, Mr. Martinez, is that former U.S. Repre-
sentative Ray Kogovsek sponsored the first amendment regarding
the jail removal in the act and Mr. Kogovsek is from a town very
near where apparently you are from and where I am from is
Pueblo, Colorado. So that is another added interest on our side that
we want to be involved in the removal of juveniles.

Let me kind of frame what has happened in our State to kind of
conclude with some of the remarks that I have. In 1985 our Colora-
do Division Youth Services, our youth correctional system, began a
process to balance our system and to reduce the over-reliance on
secure lock-up in State institutions. And the result has been that
we have a very good system of classification of kids that come into
our system based on risk. And it has allowed us some options and
to be able to place them appropriately. In addition to that we have
developed some very brand new facilities. The cost of those facili-
ties averages out to somewhere between $80,000 to $85,000 per bed.

The operational costs are about $150 per day. They are fine pro-
grams. We do very well with our youth in those facilities. That is
our maximum facility. And when I mean maximum, I mean just
that. We have the 16 foot fences surrounding all of our facilities.

S.
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We also have developed some intermediate care facilities. These

are primarily contracted facilities in the community that security
is provided by extensive programming and by staff, additional staff
So these staff secured community programs actually are able to
work with these kids who before had been placed in secured facili-

ties.
The third level we have is really the community-based correc-

tional option which is a non-secure program that we operate in Col-

orado. And it ranges anywhere from home detention, electronIc
monitoring, intensive tracking, tracker plus and these kinds of pro-

grams. And to be honest with you, I think if you look at our pro-
grams they are very attractive and it is a very well-balanced
system. There is one problem however, that we are significantly
over-crowded and we have been since we made the change. It is
almost like money attracts kids. And they seem to end up where
the resources are located.

And I will give you an example of what the cost would be. Be-

tween fiscal year 1984 and 1985 and fiscal year 1989 and 1990, the

average daily population in detention in Colorado increased 69 per-
cent and the average population of committed kids to training
schools increased 14 percent. During that same period of time there
was no increase in the population of juveniles at risk in the com-
munity, ages 10 through 17.

So we tried to look at the issue as to where these kids were
coming from and one of the first things that struck us was the so-
cioeconomic changes that have occurred. We found that there has
been an 81/2 percent increase in the proportion of children living
below poverty level. There has been a 61 percent increase in the
number of female head of household families coupled with 144 per-

cent increase in the number of these families living below the pov-

erty level. Additionally, States' spending to help poor children has
also declined; it has not kept up with the cost of living.

The County Municipal League conducted a study where they
compared 1978 and 1988 and they found that Federal and State aid
to municipalities decreased by 83 percent and 23 percent respec-
tively. In addition to that, the Children's Defense Fund indicates
that there has been a $10 billion Federal cut in programs to help
poor children over the past decade.

In essence, what we have is we have deteriorating socioeconomic
conditions and declining funds for special programs for kids that
are at risk, in other words, those safety nets that used to exist out
there in the schools and social service agencies and private agen-
cies no longer exist. And as a result these kids are really falling
through that safety net and ending up in a very expensive setting.

And although they may be designed well, they operate well, the
result is that we may not be doing as much for children than we
ought to be doing.

Probably the ones most impacted by this are minorities because

they tend to be impacted more by these kinds of conditions. And let

me just run by some numbers for you to indicate the impact, at
least in Colorado. If you look at juvenile population, detention ad-
missions and new commitments for fiscal year 1986 and fiscal year

1990, the general population for Anglos increased 6 percent. Deten-

tion admissions during that same period of time for the Anglo kids
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increased 12 percent and new commitments to training schools in-
creased by 1 percent.

Black youth increased 5 percent in the general population and
detention admissions increased by 52 percent and new commit-
ments to training schools increased by 63 percent. Hispanics, the
general population increased 6 percent and detention admission 32
percent and new commitments to training schools 37 percent, a
substantial increase of minority kids and a disproportionate in-
crease in minority kids coming into the system.

And it is almost like if you want to predict the number of beds
that you need in a correctional system, one of the things you look
at is the minority population in your community. That is not to say
the minorities commit more crimes than non-minorities, but it
seems that they serve as a proxy for some of the problems in our
world today: lack of educational opportunity, employment issues,
income issues that do exist.

Another imrPct we felt with increases was the get tough on
crime orientation that had been existing in the adult criminal
area. And it certainly has had an impact on the juvenile system as
well. In Colorado the overall crime rate decreased 21/2 percent
during fiscal year 1985 and fiscal year 1990 although there has
been a substantial increase that I indicated to you in commitments
and detentions in our State.

However, more interestingly is that 61 percent increase in com-
mitments for property misdemeanor crimes, and I believe that
might reflect our get tough on crime attitudes and overall there
has been 10 percent increase in youths committed on misdemeanor
offenses in Colorado. So the picture basically is that crime had de-
clined during the period of time and what we saw in juvenile insti-
tutions in Colorado was an increase of kids coming into the system
for misdemeanor or lighter weight kinds of offenses into our
system.

Another impact, of course, has been the war on drugs. In 1988
the Anti-drug Act established Federal funding and massive
amounts of money coming in to fight drugs and gangs. Extensive
research has been done since then. The impact in Colorado, and I
will give you some numbers again if you will bear with me, be-
tween December 1988 and February 1991, active cases on the
Denver Police Department Urban Street Crime Bureau Data Base
increased from 631 to 3,308. Gang-related police contacts increased
from 2,526 to 8,198 between 1989 and 1990. And arrests increased
from 689 to 2,715.

Now, while the majority of these contacts were adults, we esti-
mate that at least 20 percent of those were juvenile and it is very
clear that the dramatic increases are because of more gangs, but
also because our intent it to try to intervene in gang activity. Well,
how we are trying to address it in Colorado is to begin to look at
different ways of doing business. Our legislature this past session,
the 1991 session, enacted Senate Bill 94. Senate Bill 94 basically
makes the statement that the way we fund programs discourages
the appropriate placement of some of our children.

Sometimes it is more of an incentive to commit or detain a youth
than to keep him in a less expensive and more appropriate kind of
community placement. And as a result of that, Senate Bill 94 sets
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up three basic requirements. One is that the directors of the De-
partment of Institution, Social Services and the Judicial Depart-

ment establish criteria that would specify those children eligible
for out of home placement in the Department of Social Services or
detention in the Department of Institution facilities or commit-

ment to training schools.
The second option of that bill is that there be established a juve-

nile justice fund and that fund is to go into effect on July 1, 1993.
This fund is to be provided with some flexibility to counties to

serve those youth that do not meet that kind of criteria and to
keep them in their home community. The third aspect is sort of a
double hit. What it says essentially is that if those counties elect to

place the teen or commit the youth that does not meet those activi-
ties, they are to pay the State agency for the cost of that place-
ment. So, it is a negative impact on thtse counties.

I think that that might have some sort of effect on how we deal
with kids in Colorado. The second option we are doing is that it is
very clear to us that we are going to continue to be criticized for
some of our efforts in working with families and children. The
major criticism is that agencies are double-funding or overlapping
in services to families. They are not integrated. And Vat we are
putting all of our money in that expensive back and not enough on

that early end, on that preventative end.
So if there is anything that I would recommend to this commit-

tee in conclusion, Mr. Martinez, is that I think that it is time that
we began to do business differently. That there should be a require-
ment of inter-agency collaboration, that agencies ought to go to-
gether, and rather than the fragmented services we now provide

and that we recognize that the family is the best institution and
that we ought to support the family and put out resources and

effort in that direction. I think that is the only way we are going to

be able to stem this tide of children and adolescents coming into
our system that are eating up all of our resources.

Understandably, I think that the Federal role is to allow some of

these resources to be used in that fashion and, of course, obviously

there needs to be some increases in this area. To what amount, I

am not sure. I do not know what is realistic, but I do know that
cutting back on services to these kids is not a good idea. Thank you
very much, Mr. Martinez.

[The prepared statement of Orlando Martinez follows:]
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SUBCOMMITIEE ON HUMAN RESOURSES
Santa Fe, New Mexico
September 27, 1991

Testimony presented by: Orlando L Martinez., Associate Director for Family and Children

Services, Colorado Department of Institutions.

Thank you Representative Matthew Martinez for inviting me to present testimony regarding
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. I will confine my remarks to the

future ofJuvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention for my allotted time rather than to dwell

on the past since Colorado has met the mandates of the Act regarding Removal of Juveniles

from adult jails and reducing the number of status offenders held in secure facilities. As you
know Colorado has - commitment to Jail Removal for ieveral reasons including the fact that a
former U.S. Representative from Colorado, Ray Kogovsek, sponsored the amendment to the

Act requiring removal of juveniles from adult jails.

I will add that attaining removal from adult jails and removal of status offenders has resulted

from hard work of many dedicated people in our state.

In 1985, the Colorado Division of Youth Services, the state's youth correctional system, began a

major shift from over reliance on secure training schools and embarked on the developmentof

a balanced approach to juvenile correctional services that included an array of services more

appropriate to the assessed needs of juveniles commited to the Division. These services include
institutions that can be described as maximum secure facilities, intermediate care programs that

are staff secure community programs and non-secure community-based correctional programs.

A new risk assessment instrument to determine placement based on thy security needs of thc

luvenile and a case managemem system were implemented. This balanced system has allowed

Colorado to improve community safety through better programing, however, we now find
ourselves experiencing significant overcrowding in all of our programs.

Between FY 1984-85 and FY 1989-90, the average daily population in detention increased 69

percent and the average population of committed youths increased 14 percent. During a

similar time period (between calendar years 1984-1989), theie was no increase in the

population of juveniles between 10 and 17 years of age in Colorado, and the overall crime rate

declined slightly.

Careful analysis of these changes strongly suggest many influences.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CUANGES
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There has been an 83 percent increase in the proportion of children living below poverty level

(from 11.5 percent to 20 percent, and an 84 percent increase in the actual number of children

living below the poverty level (from 91,295 to 168,260),

There has been a 61 percent increase hi the number of female head-of-household families

(from 60,700 to 97,925) coupled with a 144 percent increase in the number of these families

living below the poverty level (from 22,353 to 54,584).

State spending to help poor children has not kept up with the cost of living. In addition,

between 1978 and 1988, federal and state aid to municipalities decreased by 83 percent and 23

percent respecCvely. Nationally, there has been a $10 billion fedora) cut in programs to help

poor children over the past decade according to the Children's Defense fund. Thus,

deteriorating socio-economic conditions and declining funds for special programs for children

are evident. Similar reductions have occurred in diversion programs for troubled juveniles in

Colorado. Funds for such programs dropped from approximately $1.8 million to $616,000 after

FY'87. While these funds have subsequently increased to about $954,000, they are still well

below earlier figures. Similarly, the number of juveniles served in diversion programs dropped

from approximately 5000 to3200 over the past five years. In essence, special programs directed

towad prevention and intervention of problemsrelated to future and current delinquent

behavior have declined.

It should be noted that minorities are often most affected by poor socio-economic conditions.

Recent national figures indicate that 44 percent of Black children, 38 percent of Hispanic

children and 16 percent of Anglo children live in poverty. The number of minority youths

entering Colorado detention centers and training schools have increased at a faster rate than

the number of Anglos.
JUVENILE POPULATION, DETENTION ADMISSIONS

AND NEW COMMITMENTS
Percent Change - FY'86 to FY'90

Population Detention New

Admissions Commitments

Anglos 6% 12% 1%

Blacks 5% 52% 63%

Hispanics 6% 32% 37%

"GET TOUGH ON CRIME'
A "Get tough on crime" orientation toward treatment of criminal behavior was witnessed in the

adult system over the past decade, and has become evident in the juvenile System as well.

While the overall crime rate in Colorado declined 2-1/2 percent between FY'85 and FY'90,

there were sub ,tantial increases in the numberof juvenile commitments, the number of

mandatory sentences, and the average minimum sentence lengths imposed on mandatory

sentences. An increase in commitments for person felony offenses is not surprising given the
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increase in crime rate for violent crimes. However, the 61 percent increase in commitments for
property misdemeanor crimes may reflect the "get tough on crime" sentiment. Overall, there
has been a 103 percent increase in youths committed on misdemeanor offenses in Colorado.

WAR ON DRUGS AND GANGS
in 1988, the Anti-Drug Act established funding at the federal level to encourage various
agencies to get involved in the prevention, intervention and treatment of drug and alcohol
related problems. The late 1970's and early 1980's witnessed increased studies aimed at
identifying the incidence of drug and alcohol use among adolescents. These studies were
followed by investigations into the relationship between drug use/abuse and delinquent

behavior.

In Colorado, two gang computer databases have been established in the Denver Metropolitan
area. Between December 1988 and February 1991, active cases on the DPD Urban Street
Crime Bureau database increased from 635 to 3,308. In addition, gang-related police contacts
increased from 2,526 to 8,198 between 1989 and 1990 and arrests from 698 to 2,715. While the
majority of these contacts and arrests involve adults, an estimated 20% involve juveniles. These
dramatic increases are most likely due to a combination of increasing gang activity and
enhanced efforts toward identifying and documenting gang members in the Denver area.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR COLORADO

Given the issues of increased overcrowding in all programs and reduced funding, the Colorado
General Assembly in the 1991 Session enacted SB 94. The basic philosophy statement of SB 94
is that the current system of funding services and programs for youth can discourage use of the

most appropriate placement and that there is a state need to consider local options and early

intervention as alternatives to expensive building and maintenance of facilities.
Three Basic Principles of SB 94

1, Develop and implement statewide criteria for determining which juvenile offenders are
appropriate for placement in the Division of Youth Services or in the Department of Social

Services.
2. Creates juvenile services fund and establishes a formula for allocating moneys in the fund to

local governments to encourage development of alternative local programs. Money from the
fund is intended to provide incentive to local governments to keep youth who do not meet the

criteria out of sta' e placement.
3. After July 1,1993, a county may refer for placement in DYS or DSS any youth who meets the

criteria established. For any youth referred to the state for placement who does not meet
criteria, the referring county must pay to the repective state agency a per diem for such

juvenile.

While Colorado has made major investments (both in policy and funding) in services to

children and their families, our efforts have been criticized as:
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I. Being fragmented between a number of state agencies, with confused lines of reponsibifities

as well as major gaps in juridiction, 2. Being incomplete statewide with a number ofcounties

having full range of services, while others have minimal services, and 3. Spending a high

proportion of available public funds for out-of-home care rather than on preventive services

designed to support permanency for children.

It is clear that the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act must be concerned with

public protection mandates. It is also equally clear that we need to change the way we do

business if we are to ever manage our limited resources and stem the tide of children ending up

in correctional institutions. A good first step is require interagency collaboration (not

cooperation or coordination) and to recognize that the primary goal of services to children

should be to strengthen family life. Accordingly, services should be delivered in the context of

the child's family whenever consistent with the well-being of the child.
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Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Martinez. Mr. Prince.

STATEMENT OF DAN PRINCE, CHIEF OF PLANNING, DIVISION OF
CHILDREN AND FAMILIES, DEPARTMENT OF IIUMAN RE-
SOURCES, STATE OF NEVADA, CARSON CITY, NEVADA

Mr. PRINCE. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and staff members. I
am Dan Prince. I am the juvenile justice specialist from the State
of Nevada and as you are aware, Mr. Chairman, juvenile justice
specialists, each State possessing one of us, are kind of like the me-
chanics of the Juvenile Justice Act. You have the National Coali-
tion folks and you have the State advisory group members and you
have your contracted people that are involved in monitoring and
data collection.

The juvenile justice specialists, on a day-to-day basis, are respon-
sible for the operation of the act in a particular State. And I felt
that it would be important to have some of our perspective at this
hearing. And I thank you for the opportunity.

Nevada has been a participating State in the act only since 1987.
We are a relative late-comer. However, we have made significant
progress, particularly in the area of jail removal where we have
managed to completely eliminate the jailin of juveniles in adult
facilities. We have also achieved significant progress towards the
deinstitutionalization of status offenders and hopefully, within the
next year we will achieve if not complete compliance, substantial
compliance is DSO. All of this success would not be possible with-
out the formative grant funds that Congress has appropriated and
administered and passed to the States through the Justice Depart-
ment. They are an absolutely integral part of our success and I
would imagine the success of most of the other States.

We feel, along those lines, that the Justice Department should
remain the Federal agency charged with administration and over-
sight of the act. To go into an area where traditionally jails have
been used to detain children, young adults, and tell them, explain
to them that we have a mandate from for instance the Health and
Human Services Division does not carry the same weight that
being able to rely on the Justice Department's backing does. It has
been very important for us.

We are recommending that the function stay with the Justice
Department in administering the act. Our Governor's State Juve-
nile Justice Advisory Group has provided the leadership and vision
that has been necessary to carry out the mandates of the act in our
State. They have worked closely with the counties and with the
jails in providing the kind of influence that is necessary to help
these folks realize that there are alternatives. And we support in
Nevada the continued funding of all State advisory groups and we
are particularly grateful that the office has seen fit to fund the Na-
tional Coalition's office in Washington which we feel has resulted
in some significant improvements in communication and profes-
sionalism towards serving the State staffs.

With respect to the funding levels for the formula grants, rather
than change, or relax, the rules involving some of the standards,
we feel that in those States where we have large distance factors,
and Nevada is one of those, that an increase in the base allocation
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would be sufficient for us to provide more alternatives in those out-
lying areas. We are not in favor of relaxing the standards in
Nevada, but we are in favor, very strong favor, of seeing a support
in the base allocation for States, particular western States that
have these geographic issues.

You asked, Mr. Chairman, for some examples of innovative pro-
grams on the prevention end, on the front end, that some of the
folks here have already made mention of, and that this money that
we receive has assisted. And I would like to highlight this morning
for you a program out of Reno, Nevada called the status offender
invention program, specifically the truancy project. I have provided

some brochures for you.
In the old days, in Reno and other cities in Nevada, it was

common for the police to pick up truants and deliver them to
either the jail or the juvenile detention center. We have funded a
program over the last coup!e of years that has provided an opportu-
nity for police, instead of taking truants directly to jails or deten-
tion centers, to take them to a reception center which is operated
by the Children's Cabinet. And in this facility as a child is brought
in off the street during school hours, they are met by a team, an
inter-agency team, of professionals representing all of the different
agencies who work with truants in the juvenile justice end and
social service field.

That child will be greeted by a member of the Juvenile Probation
Department, a person from the Welfare Office, who will look at
possible abuse or neglect issues, an individual from a mental
health agency, who will provide crisis intervention if necessary, a
representative from the school district, who will look at that child's
past performance in school. And all of these folks will then staff
this young man or young woman while he or she waits in an office.

They will determine some immediate form of response such as
either returning the child to school with a follow-up appointment
with the parents or, perhaps, if the situation is more serious, a
home visit by a welfare person to look at possible issues within the
family.

And they will institute after-school tutoring for that child. It is a
multi-disciplinary approach. We feel it is a program that has
worked extremely well. My understanding from the Reno police is

that daytime burglary rates have been cut dramatically in Reno
because of the ability of the police to pick these truants up and de-

liver them to a place where they are going to receive immediate
service rather than sitting in a jail cell. So I cite that as an exam-
ple of an innovative program in our State.

I appreciate the opportunity to present testimony to you and I
will be glad to answer any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Dan Prince follows:]

STATEMENT OF DAN PRINCE, CHIEF OF PLANNING, DIVISION OF CHILDREN AND

FAMILIES, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES, CARSON CITY, NV

Nevada has been a participating State under the Juvenile Justice and Delinquen-

cy Prevention Act since 1987. Despite this relatively late entry, Nevada has
achieved full compliance with the jail removal and sight and sound separation pro-

visions, and made significant progress toward the deinstitutionalization of status of-

fenders (DSO). In 1987, 369 jail removal violations were recorded. In the past year,
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these have been reduced to zero. D.S.O. violations fell from 1,296 in 1987 to 228 in
1990.

The formula grant monies allocated to programs in Nevada have been an essen-
tial part of our success. Of equal importance is the ongoing technical assistance pro-
vided by OJJDP to the State of Nevada. We believe that the Justice Department is
the appropriate Federal agency to administer the JJDP Act; staff knowledge of the
often complex provisions and experience in providing oversight to the States cannot
be overstated.

Our Governor's State Juvenile Justice Advisory Group has provided the leader-
ship and vision necessary to carry out the mandates of the JJDP Act. We strongly
support continued funding by Congress for the State SAG's mandated by the act, as
well as the National Coalition office in Washington.With respect to State formula
grant funding levels, Nevada recommends an increase in the base allocation to com-
pensate for the large distance factors encountered in our rural areas when the
transporting of juveniles to appropriate facilities must be effected. We believe an
increase in base allocation is preferable to any relaxation of standards, so as to not
compromise the original intent of the act.

Congressionally appropriated formula grant funds under the JJDP Act have been
utilized in Nevada to provide start-up monies for a number of worthwhile preven-
tion and early-intervention programs. Among those in our State, the Status Offend-
er Intervention Program (Reno, NV) has achieved national recognition for its coordi-
nated interagency approach to dealing with truancy. The parent agency, Children's
Cabinet, is a unique public-private partnership dedicated to family preservation.
Nevada shares with other States and the National Coalition the basic premise that
juveniles should not be held in adult jails and that non-criminal offenders and their
families should be offered community based alternatives to detention. To that end,
we endorse the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act in 1992.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Prince. Well, as I have
been sitting here I have been thinking of questions I wanted to ask
and my staff has been handing me all kinds of questions.

Basically, let me just reflect and, you know, we all reflect from
our own personal experiences, I guess, but when you look at the
amount of money, Mr. Martinez, you talked about the increase in
people living below the poverty level, and its correlation with the
increased incidents of juveniles. I have a very good sense of this
parallel because where I grew up in L.A. many of the problems
that the juveniles had with the law and everybody else and the
schools really was a direct result of the economic conditions they
were living in.

And while you were talking, Mr. Prince, I was thinking about
truancy. I was actually picked up for truancy. And I remember one
of the kids in that group who instigated the whole thing and what
he said. I am going to paraphrase what he said, but he said, "You
know school is too hard; it is too much work." He says, "And why
should I sit in school and look like an idiot and be berated there by
the teachers, especially when I do not know what is going on, when
I can get out here and do something and have fun even if it is
breaking into a home?"

And there is a lot of young people that feel that way, and other
kinds of variations of that thought. And the assessment that you
talked about, I would like to know more about how you assess
people to know where the best placement is because that is some-
thing we do not know. You said the Justice Department was the
best place to have jurisdiction of this program. I am not sure. I
mean, they have not provided the leadership that they should have
provided or the type of assistance they should. They have not
really taken charge.
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We heard testimony that even right now where the authorities
come from are politicized. That is the one problem and frustration
that I have had since I have been, the 10 years I have been in Con-

gress is that so much of it becomes politicized by the people that
are appointed to those positions who think that they should carry
out the mandate of the administration rather than the mandate of
the act or the law itself.

A good example is, as you mentioned, Edwin Meese on affirma-

tive action. He feels it is reverse discrimination. That may be his
personal feeling, but as chief of law enforcement of this country he
has no business interpreting that into policy, which is what hap-
pens. And so it depends who is sitting there: their politilal philoso-
phy is what happens in the administration of the law, which that

was never intended.
When I first came to Congress there was a gentleman, Donovan,

who was Secretary of Labor. I have never seen anybody subvert tNe

law and regulations as that man, the first time in the history of
the country because the Department of Labor, generally the people
that were appointed there were dealing with labor law and the in-
terpretation of that law. And he did not carry out the administra-
tion's philosophy, but over the past 8 years or the 10 years I have
been there, most of them under Reagan, I have seen the deteriora-
tion of people that were appointed. They are deteriorating the
intent of the law and what is meant.

You know, JJDPA was originally getting $300 million a& now
only receives $75 million. Now who does that hurt? You talk about
the safety net. Is that a safety net that our President, the past ad-
ministration, promised, the safety net that he promised in his elec-
tion campaign but never carried out because everything went for
defense? And there are people in the Federal Government now that
believe that the only reason the Federal Government exists at all

is for defense. They have said it says so in the Constitution.
We are talking about the Preamble, but does it not say, "To pro-

mote the general welfare?" And these are programs that promote
the general welfare. And I guess I got off sounding off on some of

my own frustrations because you have stirred that in me, but as we
look at this program, we want to look to you to find ways to im-

prove it. This first panel has already given us some real great
ideas. Let me ask you if you believe that the existence that the Jus-
tice Department should administer this program, tell me, and I
would like to hear from each of you, tell me what can we do, in the
law, to make sure that they live up to their mandate, carrying out
the mandate of act itself?

Ms. NEIBERG. The Coalition has also gone on record as wanting
to keep it in the Department of Justice for many of the reasons
that Mr. Prince spoke of, and that is that it provides us with the
authority and the club that we need within the State. However, I
identified what has not been working. One of the reasons it has not
been working is the office has never been given the independent
status that it needs, and that is in the act.

It currently sits under OJP at this point in time, and I have to
say this is new. But at this point in time, OJP is actually the office

that is even setting priorities for the discretionary grants. One of
the things I have provided for the committee is the notebook. And
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in this notebook you will see that this year in the Federal Register
it actually says that the OJJDP discretionary grants will carry out
the priorities of OJP.

Now, of course, that does not reflect either the act nor the stipu-
lations.

Chairman MARTINEZ. That is what I was just going to say. Those
discretionary monies really should be to carry out the mandate of
the law.

MS. NEIBERG. That is correct.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Well, that is something that we need to

take a real good look at, how we provide language in the law to
deal with that.

MS. NEIBERG. Yes, we need your help.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you. Incident ly, while you were

speaking, one of the best quotes I have heard and it really struck
home with what I just said earlier about poverty. You have in the
last sentence of your testimony but you did not say it. I think I
ought to read it for the people here. "As Aristotle warned that pov-
erty is the parent of revolution and crime." So true. I was once of-
fended by a State legislator, Walter Dragen, who said, and I think
he was trying say this same thing but he did not phrase it well. He
said, "All poor people are crooks.'

I was terribly offended because I said, "You know, I know a lot of
poor people that have never stolen as much as a penny." They
would rather cut their arm off than steal or do anything dishonest.
And so I was offended. But I now understand what he was trying to
say. He must have read this and you did it exactly as it was. Also
the last sentence which I think we need to carry the message back
to my colleagues, "Trees that are lopped and cut grow up again in
a very short time but man, being once lost, cannot easily be recov-
ered." And when you talk about man, you think of it in terms of
our young people. If we lose them at an early age, then you will
probably curtail a fruitful life. I just wanted to say that.

But here again, we will need to look at that that you are saying
in trying to draft language so that we can do something about that.
All of you have addressed the final issues confronting the system
regarding the desperate impact on juvenile detention on minority
youth. But what specifically do you recommend to tackle this prob-
lem head on? I realize that it is a complex social problem but what
can the juvenile system do to solve that particular problem? And
here again, I had asked to hear from each of you on whether the
Justice Department shouldmaybe I ought to continue that before
I ask my next question. Mr. Martinez, do you have a reflection on
that?

Mr. 0. MARTINEZ. On the funding?
Chairman MARTINEZ. Or do you agree with what we should do to

make the Justice Department carry out its mandate?
Mr. 0. MARTINEZ. I certainly could not disagree. I guess my con-

cern is that it seems that mandated coordination had not worked
because I keep on hearing about things needing to be coordinated
in Washington and I see no results of that at least on a community
level.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Well, I like your word collaboration, which
is a stronger word.
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Mr. 0. MARTINEZ. Yes, collaboration to me means we are going to
share responsibility and we are going to share resources; we are
going to do all these things rather than just coordinate and cooper-

ate. The collaboration, I think, is a very important piece of what-
ever we do. If it can be done in this fashion, then I would certainly
support that notion.

The other one is that I think there has to be some flexibility.
And you talk about how we can impact minority youth. Sometimes

by the way we categorically fund and implement programs, it
really ends up as being very much of a disincentive for agencies to
come in and do some of the work that is very necessary with mi-

nority kids.
If you look at a school, for example, if a child is having trouble

in that school setting and they have parental support, that parent
will intervene for that kid in that school. If the kid happens to be a
very bright kid like you were and you belonged to the Honor Socie-
ty, that kind of a notion, why, you know, the teachers intervene. If
you happen to be a jock, the coaches intervene for you. But our
kids are not committed. They are not jocks. They are not in the
Honor Society. They do not have that kind of parental support, but
yet we tend to fund in that area. We tend to fund in those kind of
categories, when, in fact, what we need to do is have more flexibil-

ity.
And I think, you know, that would be a good beginning in im-

pactinF the minority youth.
Chairman MARTINEZ. MS. Neiberg?
Ms. NEIBERG. I C.:link we have made a good start on it in the

sense that it has been up to each State to assess what is going on
in the State and I can speak to you as chair of Michigan. We actu-

ally used three-quarters of last year's grant to address this issue in
a two-part way; one, was a blue ribbon panel and one was staffing
them with a Department of Criminal Justice and Urban Affairs
from Michigan State University.

And what they are doing is they are doing both research around
the State and collecting hard data, but they are also going around
the State having hearings and collecting what people have to say
who are being hit by the issues; the lack of services, the non-caring,
the being ignored, the expressways that cut between neighbor-
hoods, the young women that are picked off the street just because
it is late and they are young, young boys that are picked up. So

that I am not sure that in most States they can tell you what to do
about it yet, but I think what is important is every State has had
to look and are in the process of looking.

Now, once we look and we see where you can impact on the
system and what programs need to be there is when the crunch is
going to come. Yes, you will have formula grants in order to put
out to do that programming but you cannot start to do the kind of
programming on $325,000, $1 million. You know, our States do not
get any money.

And we are not talking about being the Department of Social

Services. I am not advocating that. But what I am talking about is
to even do the kind of seed programs, the kind of innovative pro-

grams, because you know if you take enough risks lots of programs
do not work. You have to be clear to try enough things with our
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young people to come up with the gems. And the only way you can
do that is with our formula grants money. We do not have to ac-
count to the legislature or to the Governor's office even and saying
why this did not work.

As 21 people we look and say, "This did not work," and we go on
to the next. You cut your loss; you go on. It is a very flexible pro-
gram. And in that sense it is a very positive program, but there is
a difference between flexibility of process and flexibility of man-
dates.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Mr. Martinez?
Mr. 0. MARTINEZ. Mr. Martinez, I served on a committee or a

group with the National Juvenile and Family Court Judges recent-
ly on looking at the judicial response to the over-incarceration of
minorities. And one of the very obvious things after hearing testi-
mony in California and we had a hearing in Saint Louis, was that
very clearly what we needed were very clear objective criteria on
decision making in all steps of the juvenile justice system.

It was very clear that we get confused as to what detention is
supposed to be. We tend to try to use it as a therapeutic measure,
scare the hell out of them, or, you know, as a prevention initiative,
well, we might stop them from committing another crime. Or we
are still looking for that young girl that is going to be a prostitute
if she is not put into a detention facility. So very clearly, we need
to look at what the purposes of detention are and they are to
insure court appearance and public protection.

And those philosophies have to be translated out into very objec-
tive kinds of criteria. And once we do that, we need to fund those
alternative programs because if we do not do that, we will relabel;
we will get them in anyway.

And as an example of some of the programs in minoritik,s com-
munities that are beginning to spring up as we force this issue is in
the Denver metropolitan area we have a program called the Priato
where we have Hispanic communities, where we have adults and
we have young people put on a production, a iliac), and it has
been, I think, a very worthwhile venture. Now it does not solve the
problem, but it is programs like that, similar to that, that could
have an impact. But I think criteria is a real important first step.
And I think it has to happen at the time of arrest all the way
through to the time of admission into the detention facility.

Chairman MARTINEZ. I agree with you. One question that I would
like to ask because I do not want to detain this panel too long is
get to the idea of flexibility that you mentioned in your testimony,
10octor Downes. And this is probably a good time to bring it up be-
cause you talk about the difficulty you have in sparsely populated
large area States. And Nevada has the same kind of a situation
except Nevada has already complied with the act, by removing the
juvenile from jail.

And there is, I always understood, a certain flexibility in the act
itself of if you cannot provide the accepted facility at least you
remove them from sight and sound and contact with the adult of-
fenders. What else other than that could you envision as flexibility
for the program?

Ms. DOWNES. I think that aspect has been one of the barriers in
our particular State. And recent leadership in offices I think are
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going to open the door for us to move forward. When we have 60,
80 miles between facilities and even if we have a facility in a small
area, it is economically impractical, at least, to expect there to be
total separation of adult and juvenile staff and total separation of

areas within the facilities, like the recreation area.
What I was speaking to in my testimony was I think the leader-

ship and interpretation, which I do not think is jeopardizing the
goal and all of the act but rather giving flexibility and strategies to
accomplishing, you know, haphazard contact between adult and ju-
veniles, is to let States figure out how to assure quality of deten-

tion for juveniles while they are there. So I cite that as one big

movement forward for a State such as ours.
Chairman MARTINEZ. In other words, there would be some con-

tact but that contact would be monitored and controlled to a degree
that it would not be adverse to the juveniles.

MS. DOWNES. Well, for example, if you ran a small short-term fa-
cility with say ten employees in it and two or three of them are
dedicated juvenile employees but you need more coverage, what we

are moving ahead with is allowing that facility to bring some of the
employees in from the adult side; however, only if they have re-
ceived 80 hours of training, 40 of which is specialized in juvenile

issues.
And it is a hard argument to go into a small facility and say, "It

would have to be totally separate." We had instances in some of
our not even more rural relative to New Mexico, where the State
juveniles were not getting out and getting recreation because that
recreation space was used by adults. I mean, we are starting to get
contradictory to what we are trying to accomplish. So I am just
speaking to that particularyou very recently released a policy

that is going to help a State like New Mexico.
I guess the second point I would make and I would love to learn

from Utah how they have gotten that kind of financial commit-

ment. We are trying always to leverage ownership at the local
level because as Ms. Neiberg has said, this is not a lot of dollars. In
today's news I was listening to the fact that one out of five New
Mexicans live below poverty level. Our communities do not have a

lot of local resources to kick in and take on.
So we have to do a long-term convincing process. It is not good

enough to go in and do a quick program and say, "Such and such
community take it over," because they often do not. So we have to

find ways to have them commit to the concept and commit to up-
grading the way we handle juveniles and work our way through
some much more conservative attitudes; whereas, I think Mr. Mar-
tinez says there is attitudes in some of our communities where it is
important to them that those kids get scared by placing them in
facilities and we are trying to demonstrate how they would be han-

dled differently.
So that is the example I am using about the issue of flexibility.

What happens in the meantime for States that are not in compli-

ance is that there is very little flexibility because all of your funds
are to jailing and you never get on with this issue of how do we
back up into the system and use more prevention steps.

There is another area I guess I think I will highlight that we are
working our way through with the office on how to handle it, and
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that is an issue around alcohol and how the offense of possession of
alcohol is handled. Our particular State has by State law said that
possession of alcohol is a delinquent offense. So our facilities, by
State law, are allowed to hold you in possession. That is contrary to
the act. Now, we have to work our way through again to kind of a
transcended goal of what are we trying to do with the juveniles be-
cause we can do a bookkeeping issue, get them on a technicalyou
know, move it around, but the fact of the matter is as much as we
are not the drug system, we are the juvenile justice system. Be-
cause of the flexibility of the funds, we end up being kind of, I do
not know what term I want to use, very mobile funding and we
would get right to the core of our problem and then when we are
quickly asked the solution of the problem, we do not have enough
money out of our office to do it.

So I think this issue of alcohol and how to work with States who
have State laws that deal with that differently and how to deal
with compliance issues, that is the major, one of the major reasons
why New Mexico is not in compliancewe have a major alcohol
problem. We lead the country. We lead the country in the number
of deaths due to alcohol. Our native population again leads the
country in deaths due to cirrhosis and associated alcohol problems.
That is a major issue for us.

And then how we handle it is just head-on with the Juvenile Jus-
tice Act. It is another place where we need to work through flexi-
bility.

Mr. PRINCE. Mr. Chairman, if I may, we also have a State statute
that makes possession of alcohol a delinquent act. But I would sug-
gest that just because it is a delinquent act and a young person is
charged with it, that does not mean they have to be detained. And
I think that this is an issue that relates directly to the success that
a State can achieve with jail removal.

The developing of objective detention criteria, mandated deten-
tion criteria, so that you are making intelligent realistic decisions
about whether a child should be detained or released at the get-go
will reduce numbers. And a lot of this will get kids down that are
going to be detained in the first place. Then we can look at the al-
ternatives. And we have been able, with the money that we have
received, to set up transportation programs and attendant care pro-
grams to deal with young people in areas hundreds of miles from
juvenile facilities, simply because we first got the numbers down.

But that again can only be accomplished if you develop, as Or-
lando just mentioned, realistic objective detention criteria and
follow that criteria and not give in to the whims of people that
want to put a kid in for a couple of days to teach he or she a
lesson.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Your agency does that, working towards
that goal.

Mr. 0. MARTINEZ. We are beginning to look at that issue, Mr.
Martinez. You know, I was thinking as we were discussing the alco-
hol issue, it is a problem to all States. I think that the majority of
us experimented with alcohol in some way or another, maybe just
you and I but I'm sure others have. But there are other ways to
deal with alcohol problems short of secured detention. And those
are the alternatives that Dan talks about. And I think we should
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not overlook that, that there is a need sometimes to intervene. And
we ought to look at detention as not just being the brick and
mortar detention; we ought to look at it as detention services, be-

cause there is home detention that works.
Electronic monitoring works with some kids, not all kids, but it

works with some kids. A tracker program, where you just put one
individual just to dog that kid until they appear in court is another
way of doing it, and there are behavioral contracts that can be put
in place to do that. So there are alternatives to just confining kids
in detention centers.

But I do understand that those things take some rethinking and
maybe some infusion of resources to get them done.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Ms. Neiberg, there are 20 States that are
not in compliance with the jail removal issue. What is the difficul-
ty involved? Is it a matter that States lack adequate resources?

Ms. NEIBERG. It is everything. It is all the way from New Mexico
talking about that they have not developed all the alternatives. It
is attitude changes. It is distances, but those are not the only
what it really is is getting the amount of technical assistance into
the States and a concentrated Federal effort that goes, instead of
putting out new regulations changing and having confusion with
what the mandates are or are not, of sticking to it and providing
the kind of technical assistance so that the States can get it done.

One of the things that is very nice about us all gathering togeth-
er twice a year is, every State essentially has the same problems;
whether it is alcohol, whether it is distance. In Michigan, for in-
stance, there is 900 miles between our detention centers and we do
not jail kids, but we are not in compliance. So what are our issues,
our big city lock-ups?

Every State has different issues. I do not come before you and
say, "Well, this act is too tough. You know, I cannot abide by it."
What I have to say is my State, all other States, need more help.
We need more money for programming. We need more money for
creating alternatives but we also need the kind of leadership that
will bring with us the programs that we know work. We know the
classification systems work. We know that all of the variety of de-
tention services work.

In Michigan, for instance, in our rural areas, we use a form of
staff secured house. We have a foster care home in communities, at
which time instead of the young person being put in local jail, they
are kept in their local community at a secured foster care home.
That is not a jail. That is a person only that works with juveniles.
It is very cheap. You are not putting your money into bricks and
mortars. It is not $120 a day. You know, it is cheap, and yet, it does
the job, if that job has to be done.

This is discussed at our meetings a lot. At our spring meeting,
for instance, we discussed what happens when you change how you
will detain kids. What happens if you go with the new policies?
There was only two States that supported the Office of Juvenile
Justice in going with new policies. Since then there has been a
great deal of discussion at every region except one which has not
met yet. The Northeast Coalition, the entire coalition discussed this
for half a day. There was one State that supported loosening the
criteria that the office had supported. No other State did. In the
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Western Coalition, there were four States that supported loosening
the criteria. No other State did. Eleven were against it. In the Mid-
west Coalition, there were no States that supported it. So it is not a
popular issue and it is not just because our States are in compli-
ance. My State is not in compliance but I have a better chance in
having my State in compliance and having my State starv to look
at how they are handling young people by being able to say, "You
cannot do that under the act. You are going to lose the money."

Now, it is true they sort of laugh and say, "What money?" And
so it would be nice to be able to have some, but at the same time, it
is nice in going to change attitudes to be able to say, "This is what
we have to do. This is what is right for kids."

Chairman MARTINEZ. You know, when you talk about more
money, the administration wanth to deal with gangs as a separate
issue and fund that. I say that is bunk.

Ms. NEIBERG. It is bunk. It is all the same child.
Chairman MARTINEZ. If you fund these programs, and it will

take care of that, but it seems to be more
Ms. NEIBERG. The same thing with drugs. We need the money for

gangs and drugs. They are not separate. They are part and parcei
of the same issue. Who do you think our kids are? And they need
to have that money coming through the States that has studied the
issue, that has a State plan, that targets the problems, that targets
the child. Then you will have a result.

Chairman MARTINEZ. I agree. Yes, Mr. Prince.
Mr. PRINCE. One quick word about changing regulations at this

point, there is another reason we do not want to see any relaxation
in the standards, as I mentioned earlier, but either relaxing them
or increasing them is going to, as a practical measure, make our
lives a little more difficult at the specialist's level and at the State
advisory group level where we have worked hard to develop legisla-
tion and have enacted and codified language that is now consistent
with the act. And I cannot tell you how confusing it is to those
folks when we come back every 2 years when our legislature meets
and say, "Hey, guess what, we need to draft another bill because it
is not 24 hours; it is 48 hours."

So I think I speak for most of the specialists in that the stability
at this point, the consistency, is real important for us as we are
striving to get legislation enacted in our respective States.

Chairman MARTINEZ. There are still a lot of questions that we
need to ask and we can go on all day, but what I would like to do is
because the staff on either side of me have a list of questions, I
would like to allow the record to remain open and I would like
them to submit those questions to you in writing and ask you to
respond to those questions and do that. And then thank you for
your appearance here today. And hopefully, we will keep a dia-
logue going so that we, as we move towards the reauthorization,
can do a better job of reauthorizing and provide answers to some of
the issues you have raised here.

Ms. NEIBERG. Thank you very much, Chairman Martinez.
Chairman MARTINEZ. I would like to at this time as this panel is

dismissed, announce that Congressman Bill Richardson, who would
have liked to have been here today, has a statement which he
would like entered into the record. And I will enter it into the
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record in its entirety but I will read parts of it which are in agree-
ment with the people who have testified on this panel.

"Each State has different variables and resources that must be

taken into account when dealing with juvenile delinquents. I also
believe that it is important to allow a State the opportunity and

the flexibility to adopt programs that best fit both the needs of the
children and the youth in the communities. The cultural diversity
of New Mexico provides an excellent example. Despite a rural set-
ting with limitee resources, we have been able to make noble

strides in providing benefits and services to children and youth
that are at risk of being in trouble and those that are in trouble.

"Additionally, New Mexico has worked hard to provide adequate

training for juvenile detention officers so that young people in
trouble can receive help." He also states that, "The Juvenile Delin-

quency Prevention Act has had a major impact on the juvenile

system for these last 17 years and it has determined that the role
that our Federal Government will take in these proceedings and

more importantly it has provided States with guidelines and pro-
grams to help address the needs of our troubled youth." This will
be entered into the record in its entirety.

With that, I would like to call our panel, which consists of Ms.

Alice King, former chair of the New Mexico Juvenile Justice Advi-

sory Committee from Santa Fe, New Mexico. Ms. King? And I
would also like to call up Professor Robert E. Shepherd, Jr., who is

Chair, Reauthorization Committee, National Coalition of State Ju-
venile Justice Advisory Group from Richmond, Virginia, very close

to us, Mr. Jim Brown, Community Research Associates, Cham-
pagne, Illinois, Mr. Dennis Noonan, Our Town, Tucson, Arizona
and Mr. Chris Bacca, Youth Development, Incorporated, Albuquer-

que, New Mexico. Ms. King, we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF ALICE KING, FORMER CHAIR, NEW MEXICO JU-

VENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY cannTrEE, SANTA FE, NEW

MEXICO
Ms. KING. Thank you, and we are very delighted you are in our

State. Congressman Martinez and members of the subcommittee,
Governor King and I would like to welcome you to New Mexico.

We hope your visit is pleasant and productive. We are pleased that
you have chosen to hold this hearing in our State and I appreciate
the opportunity to share with you my thoughts on the JJDP Act.

I would like to state my strong support for the JJDP Act for I
believe it has helped New Mexico to make many improvements in

our juvenile justice system and has indeed directly helped our
young people. I served as Chairwoman of the New Mexico State
Advisory Group, the Juvenile Justice Advisory Committee, for sev-

eral years and saw first-hand the impact of the act in our State.
For example, the act helped us to divert status offenders from secu-

rity detention by enabling us to support a statewide system of non-

secure alternatives such as shelter case and foster homes.
The Federal initiative provided New Mexico with the impetus to

pass legislation called the Children's Shelter Care Act which au-
thorized and funded the systems of shelters, The JJDP Act also led

us to appropriate State funds to separate juveniles from adults in
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detention and to upgrade detention facilities. Later, our legislature
passed laws which prohibited placing Children in Need of Supervi-
sion, or CHINS, in detention.

The primary mandate of the act, the removal of juveniles from
adult jails, has helped bring about improvements in detention serv-
ices to our youth and to develop alternatives to detention. Since we
are a large, mostly rural State, we have chosen to comply with the
intent of the act by supporting non-secure alternatives and by up-
grading the quality of detention services for those youth who do re-
quire detention. We agree with Congress that juveniles should not
be held in detention with adults and we hope that the Congress
and OJJDP will continue to recognize the special problems associ-
ated with accomplishing this in large, rural States.

The pattern of services and the financial base to support these
services are somewhat different in a State such as ours, compared
to urban States. We compliment OJJDP for recognizing this diver-
sity among States while still requiring that we all meet the goals of
the act and the intent of Congress.

Our State, like others, is experiencing an increase in delinquent,
sometimes violent behavior by organized youth gangs. Through the
act we were able to provide help to Youth Development, Incorpo-
rated in Albuquerque to develop a youth gang intervention pro-
gram which has grown and now receives support from many other
sources. The JJDP Act funds were seed monies which helped
launch the project in its early stages.

New Mexico, like several other Western States, has a large
Native American population which has many juvenile justice
needs. Other witnesses will perhaps discuss the Native American
pass-through amendment to the act in more detail. IC is my under-
standing that although this amendment was a good initial start, it
does not provide nearly enough assistance to appropriately respond
to the diversity of languages, cultures and problems amongst the
tribes and pueblos. For example, in our State alone, we have 19
pueblos with three languages, two Apache tribes and a portion of
the Navajo Nation. The jurisdictional issues are complex.

It especially pleases me that Congress is holding this hearing in
a rural Western State. New Mexico is very large geographically,
but is mostly rural and sparsely populated. We are also an eco-
nomically poor State and cannot at the State or local government
level afford all of the services and facilities needed. Therefore, a
Federal emphasis on juvenile justice along with some funding as-
sistance is critically important to us.

One particular problem experienced by New Mexico and several
other States is with the limitation placed by the JJDP Act on ex-
penditures for administration of the formula grant program. This
ceiling adversely impacts sparsely populated, geographically large
rural States. For example, because of our relatively small popula-
tion we only receive the base allocation of $325,000 annually under
the formula grant program. So we have a smaller dollar amount to
support our administration of the program and the activities of our
State advisory group.

However, it is often very costly to support the meetings and
other business activities of our advisory group given the great dis-
tance our members must travel to meetings. You might consider
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changes to the act to adequately support State advisory groups in

large, rural States.
The same problem applies to large, sparsely populated States

with regard to the limitation in the act for planning and adminis-

tration or staff support. Because of the smaller amount of formula

grant funds we are allocated, we have fewer dollars to support
planning and administration of the JJDP program, yet small

States like ours must comply with all the administrative require-

ments of the act that apply to large States.
States such as New Mexico also have to look to options that more

densely populated urban States may not need, such as regionaliza-

tion of services and shared use of facilities and programs. For ex-

ample, given our geographic distances, it is sometimes not helpful

to a child requiring detention to be transported many miles away

to a detention center that is far from his family and the court.
State and local government cannot afford to provide everything

and we need some flexibility in the manner in which we comply

with the intent of congressional legislation as long as we do in fact

comply with the direction that Congress establishes. We support

the efforts by OJJDP to provide rural States with assistance in

achieving compliance with the act and we hope that more technical

assistance will be made available to help us reach compliance.
Another special problem experienced by New Mexico and some

other States relates to the compliance with the deinstitutionaliza-

tion of status offenders mandate of the act. Section 223(aX12). Our

State law prohibits placing Children in Need of Supervision or
CHINS in secure detention. These are runaways, truants, and
other youth whose behavior would not be criminal if committed by

an adult. However, it is a delinquent offense in New Mexico for ju-

veniles to possess, buy or attempt to buy alcoholic beverages, and

detention is allowed for this. OJJDP classifies these alcohol of-

fenses as status offenses and requires us to report the detention of

such youth as a violation of the act, if held in excess of 24 hours.

This is an example of a conflict between our State law and the
JJDP Act and regulations.

We discourage the practice of placing such alcohol offenders in

detention but the fact is that our statutes do authorize detention.

Some of these youth have serious alcohol abuse problems and

many need short-term detention in order to prevent harm to them-

selves or others. Our communities lack adequate alcohol detoxifica-

tion programs for youth. Many of these youth need intensive long-

term treatment programs which are very expensive. This popula-

tion has created a problem for us in terms of compliance with the
deinstitutionalization of status offenders provision, due to the dif-

ference between State and Federal law.
Governor King and I believe very strongly in early intervention

and preventive measures so that young people do not become in-

volves:I in the justice system. The Governor's Children and Families

Task Force is studying ways to improve services to our young
people and their families and the Task Force has heard over and

over at public meetings how necessary early intervention and pre-

vention are.
Many of us would like to see the JJDP Act regain some of the

previous emphasis it placed on innovative prevention services. Pos-
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sibly the act has become a bit too focused in one area, secure deten-
tion, in recent years. We can and will, as a State, continue to make
improvements in the justice system but unless we keep the number
of youth entering the system from increasing, we will continue to
merely play catch-up and will lose many youth to lives of crime.

New Mexico has developed many innovative prevention services
through the years with JJDP Act assistance. Some of these services
were; conflict resolution and mediation programs for youth, school
climate improvement programs designed to reduce violence and
vandalism, wilderness experience programs, which help provide
youth with communication skills and build self-esteem and youth
leadership programs.

I hope that as Congress reviews the JJDP Act during the next
few months, you review and strengthen your commitment to help-
ing youth who are at risk of delinquent behavior and who desper-
ately need early intervention programs. As we all know, many of
these youth are themselves victims of abuse or neglect and need so-
ciety's assistance. Please consider a renewed emphasis in the act on
prevention and early intervention.

In summary, New Mexico is a strong supporter of the JJDP Act
and has benefited from programs and services supported by the act.
Those responsible for developing and implementing guidance and
regulations need to recognize the diverse and different needs of the
States and the jurisdictions and assure implementing guidelines
and regulations do not place unreasonable or unnecessary barriers
or demands on the receiving jurisdictions. And, three, the act's cov-
erage needs to be expanded to areas which I have outlined and re-
sources made available to address these important areas.

I thank you again for allowing me to take this opportunity to
state my strong support for the JJDP Act and I hope that my re-
marks will prove to be helpful to you as you consider reauthoriza-
tion of the act. I will be happy to answer any questions that you
might have. Thank you for being here.

[The prepared statement of Alice King followsd

STATEMENT OF ALICE KING, FORMER CHAIR, NEW MEXICO JUVENILE JUSTICE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE, SANTA FE, NM

Governor King and I would like to welcome you to New Mexico. We hope your
visit is pleasant and _productive. We are very pleased that you have chosen to hold
this hearing in our State, and I appreciate the opportunity to share with you my
thoughts on the JJDP Act.

I would like to state my strong support for the JJDP Act, for I believe it has
helped New Mexico to make many impaovements in our juvenile justice system and
has indeed directly helped our young people. I served as Chairwoman of the New
Mexico State Advisory Group, the Juvenile Justice Advisory Committee, for several
years, and saw firsthand the impact of the JJDP Act in our State. For example, the
act helped us to divert status offenders from secure detention by enabling us to sup-
port a statewide system of nonsecure alternatives such as shelter care and foster
homes. The Federal initiative provided New Mexico with the impetus to pass legisla-
tion called the Children's Shelter Care Act which authorized and funded the system
of shelters. The JJDP Act also led us to appropriate State funds to separate juve-
niles from adults in detention and to upgrade detention facirties. Later, our Legisla-
ture passed laws which prohibited placing Children in Need of Supervision (CHINS)
in detention.

The other primary mandate of the act, removal of juveniles from adult jails, has
helped bring about improvements in detention services to our youth and to develop
alternatives to detention. Since we are a large, mostly rural State, we hip , chosen
to comply with the intent of the Act by supporting non-secure alternatives and by
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upgrading the quality of detention services for those youth who do require deten-

tion. We agree with Congress that juveniles should not be held in detention with

adults, and we hope that the Congress and OJP)P will continue to recognize the

speGial problems associated with accomplishing tail; in large, rural States. The pat-

tern of services and the financial base to support these services are somewhat differ-

ent in a State such as ours, compared to urban States. We compliment OJJDP for

recognizing this diversity among States, while still requiring that we all meet the

goals of the act and the intent of Congress.
Our State, like others, is experiencing an increase in delinquent, sometimes vio-

lent behavior by organized youth gangs. Through the JJDP Act, we were able to

provide help to Youth Development, Inc., in Albuquerque to develop a youth gang

intervention program which has grown and now receives support from many other

sources. The JJDP funds were seed monies which helped launch the project in its

early stages.
New Mexico, like several other western States, has a large Native American pop-

ulation which has many juvenile justice needs. Other witnesses will perhaps discuss

the Native American pass-through amendment to the act in more detail. It is my

understanding that althouFh this amendment was a good initial start, it does not

provide nearly enough assistance to appropriately respond to the diversity of lan-

guages, cultures and problems amongst the tribes and pueblos. For example, in our

State alone, we have 19 pueblos (with 3 different languages), two Apache tribes, and

a portion of the Navajo Nation. The jurisdictional issues are complex.

It especially pleases me that Congress is holding this hearing in a rural western

State. New Mexico is very large geographically, but is mostly rural and sparsely

populated. We are also an economically poor State and cannot at the State or local

government level afford all the services and facilities needed. Therefore, a Federal

emphasis on juvenile justice, along with some funding assistance, is critically impor-

tant to us.
One particular problem experienced by New Mexico and several other States is

with the limitation placed by the JJDP Act on expenditures for administration of

the formula grant program. This ceiling adversely impacts sparsely populated, geo-

graphically large rural States. For example, because of our relatively small popula-

tion we only receive the base allocation of $325,000 annually under the formula
grant program, so we have a smaller dollar amount to support our administration of

the program and the activities of our State advisory group. However, it is often very

costly to support the meetings and other business activities of our advisory group,

given the great distances our members must travel to meetings. You might consider

changes to the act to adequately support State advisory groups in large, rural

States.
The same problem applies to large, sparsely populated States with regard to the

limitation in the act for planning and administration (staff support). Because of the

smaller amount of formula grant funds we are allocated, we have fewer dollars to

support planning and administration of the JJDP program, yet small States like

ours must comply with all the administrative requirements of the act that apply to

large States.
States such as New Mexico also have to look to options that more densely populat-

ed urban States may not need, such as regionalization of services and shared use of

facilities and programs. For example, given our geographic distances, it is some-

times not helpful to a child requiring detention to be transported many miles away

to a detention center that is far from his family and the court. State and local gov-

ernment cannot afford to provide everything, and we need some flexibility in the

manner in which we comply with the intent of Congres ,ional legislation as long as

we do in fact comply with the direction that the Congress establishes. We support

efforts by the OJJDP to provide rural States with assistance in achieving compli-

ance with the act, and we hope that more technical assistance will be made avail-

able to help us reach compliance.
Another special problem experienced by New Mexico and some other States re-

lates to compliance with the deinstitutionalization of status offenders mandate of

the act, Section 223(012). Our State law prohibits placing Children In Need of Su-

pervision (CHINS) in secure detention. These are runaways, truants, and other

youth whose behavior would not be criminal if committed by an adult. However, it

is a delinquent offense in New Mexico for juveniles to possess, buy, or attempt to

buy alcoholic beverages, and detention is allowed for this. OJJDP classifies these al-

cohol offenses as status offenses and requires us to report the detention of such

youth as a violation of the act, if held in excess of 24 hours. This is an example of a

conflict between our State law and the JJDP Act and regulations. We discourage

the practice of placing such alcohol offenders in detention, but the fact is that our
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statutes do authorize detention. Some of these youth have serious alcohol abuse
problems and may need short-term detention in order to prevent harm to them-
selves or others. Our communities lack adequate alcohol detoxification programs for
youth, unfortunately. Many of these youth need intensive, long-term treatment pro-
grams which are very expensive. This population has created a problem for us in
terms of compliance with the deinstitutionalization of status offenders provision,
due to the difference between State and Federal law.

Governor King and I believe very strongly in early intervention and preventive
measures so that young people do not become involved in the justice system. The
Governor's Children and Families Task Force is studying ways to improve services
to our young people and their families, and the Task Force has heard over and over
at public hearings how necessary early intervention and prevention are. Many of us
would like to see the JJDP Act regain some of the previous emphasis it placed on
innovative prevention services. Possibly the act has become a bit too focused in one
area, secure detention, in recent years. We can and will as a State continue to make
improvements in the justice system, but unless we keep the number of youth enter-
ing the system from increasing, we will continue to merely play "catch-up" and will
lose many youth to lives of crime.

New Mexico has developed many innovative prevention services through the
years with JJDP Act assistance. Some of these services were: conflict resolution and
mediation programs for youth; school climate improvement programs designed to
reduce violence and vandalism; wilderness experience programs which help provide
youth with communication skills and build self-esteem; and youth leadership pro-
grams. I hope that as Congress reviews the JJDP Act during the next few months,
you renew and strengthen your commitment to helping youth who are at risk of
delinquent behavior and who desperately need early intervention programs. As we
all know, many of these youth are themselves victims of abuse or neglect and need
society's assistance. Please consider a renewed emphasis in the act on prevention
and early intervention.

In summary: I) New Mexico is a strong supporter of the JJDP Act and has bene-
fited from programs and services supported by the Act; 2) those responsible for de-
veloping and implementing guidance and regulations need to recognize the diverse
and different needs of the States and jurisdictions and assure implementing guide-
lines and regulations do not place unreasonable or unnecessary barriers or demands
on the receiving jurisdictions; and 3) the act's coverage needs to be expanded to
areas which I have outlined and resources made available to address these impor-
tant areas.

I thank you again for allowing me this opportunity to state my strong support for
the JJDP Act, and I hope that my remarks will prove to be helpful to you as you
consider reauthorization of the act. I will be happy to answer any questions you
might have.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you, Ms. King. And certainly your
remarks are well-taken and we will have questions. We will hear
the whole panel before that. Mr. Shepherd.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. SHEPHERD, JR., CHAIR, REAUTHOR-
IZATION COMMITTEE, NATIONAL COALITION OF STATE JUVE-
NILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUPS, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Mr. SHEPHERD. Chairman Martinez, Members of the House and
Senate, staff, and ladies and gentlemen. I do not know whether the
reporter realized that a law professor was about to speak and de-
cided she needed a new tape or what, but I will try to be brief.

My name is Robert E. Shepherd, Jr. and I am a professor of law
at the University of Richmond in Virginia. I also am past chair of
the Virginia State Advisory Group and currently serve as chair for
the Reauthorization Committee of the National Coalition of State
Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups. I would also note that I have
had the honor this year to serve as the consultant for the National
Coalition in the preparation of their annual report, and a lot of the
issues that are being addressed today are being addressed in that
report in greater detail and the Board will be acting on that this
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weekend and hopefully, it will be available before too long for Con-

gress and the President and the Administrator to give some guid-

ance.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Could we get a jump on that and get that

report as soon as we possibly can?
Mr. SHEPHERD. We certainly will. We are doing our very best,

Congressman. I am here today to testify on behalf of the National

Coalition in connection with the proposed reauthorization. I would

note as an aside that the issues that we are dealing with are not
necessarily unique. I am on sabbatical this semester and am visit-

ing as a scholar at Cambridge University. I flew back for this meet-

ing, so I am suffering a bit from jet lag, but just within the last
week the Manchester Guardian for this Tuesday had a headline,
"Boy's Cell Suicide Spurs Jail Outcry," an article about a 15-year-

old boy who committed suicide in a adult facility in London just

this past Sunday.
And then on Wednesday, the day before I left, it said, "Youths

Kept in Police Cells for Five Days." And there is an outcry in
Great Britain today over the use of adult and secure facilities inap-

propriately for juveniles.
I might also note that it is a nAjor debate in England right now.

You may have read of some of the disorders in Oxford and Cardiff

and Newcastle and the Archbishop of Canterbury made a major
speech last week saying that juvenile delinquency was largely a

result of social deprivation, poverty, poor housing and illiteracy. A
major debate is taking place between the church and the Tory gov-

ernment over the causes of delinquency. The Sunday London Times
for this past Sunday had a major article, "Lost Boys," talking
about the causes and the methods of dealing with delinquency in

Great Britain.
So we are not dealing with an issue that is insular even one that

is solely unique to the United States. I am glad to say that we
have, through the JJDP Act, moved much farther than Great Brit-
ain has in dealing with some of these problems.

I would note that the act is unique. It is the sole example of a

Federal initiative addressing the problems of juvenile delinquency

and non-criminal misbehavior by children in the United States.
There are lots of other initiatives that deal with abused and ne-

glected children, that deal with children who are runaways or
missing, but this the sole act that deals with children who are al-

leged to be delinquent or engaged in non-criminal misbehavior.

It was enacted by Congress in 1974, according to the act, to pro-

vide, quote, "Federal leadership and coordination of the resources
necessary to develop and implement at the State and local commu-
nity level effective programs for the prevention and treatment of

juvenile delinquency." Now, note, although it is a Federal initia-
tive, it states that the implementation is to take place largely at

the State and local level.
It is a unique partnership between the Federal Government an,1.

the State and its localities in addressing the problems of children

at risk of or engaged in delinquent behavior. Those of us that are
involved in the State advisory groups are, despite our professional

analyst, largely volunteers. And we are appointed by the Governor
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to carry out the mandates of the act and to advise the Governors
and State legislatures.

As such, there is this unique, kind of symbiosis between the Fed-
eral Government establishing some general goals and the States
and the localities tryin., to implement those goals in innovative
and in sometimes experimental fashion. As Vicki Neiberg pointed
out, the chair of the National Coalition, one of the beauties of the
act is that you can try programs, determine which are successful
and which are not successful and try and replicate the successful
ones and advise others not to try so:ne of the ones that have
proven not to be successful.

One of the beautia.. of our Federal system of government is this
opportunity for the State to act as laboratories for experiments in
dealing with questions of social policy like this. Justice Brandise of
the Supreme Court pointed that out many years ago.

Chairman MARTINEZ. May I interrupt you right there
Mr. SHEPHERD. Certainly.
Chairman MARTINEZ. [continuing] because it struck me in the be-

ginning when I took over this chairmanship, is that it was remark-
able that there was a national coalition for the coordination of the
State advisory committees through the directors.

One of the things though that has been cropping up is lack of
dissemination of information. When you just said programs that
work and programs that do not work, that is the beauty of the
system and the program. But I guess in the meetings that you
have, your national conferences, is that is the only way there is to
discuss those failed programs as to not allow other people to waste
dollars in those kind of programs. Does that occur?

Mr. SHEPHERD. I think that is very correct, Congressman. We
have not had the resources to do a great deal of that until the last
reauthorization in 1988 when the National Coalition received con-
gressional recognition and some appropriations to have a profes-
sional staff to be able to do that. And that is one of the things that
we spend a good deal of the time at our spring conference in work-
ing on. We wish that is something that the office were doing more
of, but it has not done so historically.

Chairman MARTINEZ. We need to have the office do that.
Mr. SHEPHERD. We need to have the office involved in that as

well as the National Coalition and community research that has
been a marvelous resource for us as a contractor in working with
us at the State level. But that is one of the most important things,
I think, that the act can do, is to provide, in a sense, a clearing
house, for programs that are effective and programs that are not
effective and disseminating that information among the States.

That is one of the things we are trying to develop in our national
office at this point now that the resources are available. We need
more though, to be able to do that more effectively.

One of the points that I want to make, Mr. Chairman, is the fact
that the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act is a
piece of reform legislation and the mandates that are defined by
the act are merely the means to the achievement of a fundamental
end of juvenile justice reform. You know, as we debate whether a
particular type of jail removal is the most effective means or not, it
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must be kept in mind that the mandates are not the ends of the
act.

The end of the act is meaningful juvenile justice reform. The
mandates tend to be the means to that end. For example, the act,
as it was originally enacted, looked at separation of adult and juve-
nile offenders. At a later point, in 1980, the next stage was reached

to go beyond mere separation and deal with the absolute removal
of juveniles from adult facilities.

Now, as the previous panel has pointed out, I think it is time for

another incremental step and that is to address the question of the
over-utilization of secure detention facilities even within the juve-

nile system. Mr. Martinez, others in the previous panel, Dan
Prince, referred to the fact that there are innovative programs now
that can achieve one of the two sole goals that detention is intend-
ed to do, to insure the presence of the juvenile at a hearing and to

protect society.
That programs are available that do not have to be provided in

architecturally secure facilities, but may be provided in staff secure
programs through outreach detention, through in some instances
electronic monitoring and the like. We have a very real problem
now in many of the States, including those that are in compliance
with the act, with the over-utilization of secure detention. And I
think we need to focus on that during this reauthorization process.
The kids do not need to be locked up in order to achieve the goals
of juvenile justice in this country.

In fact, the over-utilization of detention may, in fact, contribute
to greater delinquent behavior because it tends to reinforce some of
the things that these kids are involved in. The act has been effec-

tive despite the fact that not every State is yet in compliance. If

you look at raw numbers, between 1977 and 1988, the number of
juvenile status offenders incarcerated in secure settings in America
dropped from almost 190,000 to less than 10,000, a reduction of
nearly 95 percent.

The record of performance in securing separation of juveniles
from adult offenders is similarly significant as the numbers have

gone from 84,000 to less than 19,000. The number of youths in
adult jails has dropped from more than 150,000 to less than 43,000.

And those who are still jailed are generally older than was the case
previously and the period of incarceration is generally shorter than
it was when this became a mandate of the act in 1980.

As I said, the next logical step is to move beyond the focus on
where juveniles are to be detained to a concentration on whether
they need to be detained at the rate currently found. True juvenile
justice reform occurs when young people who get into trouble are
dealt with in the least restrictive setting necessary for the protec-
tion of the public safety and the assurance of their attendance at
any pending court hearing.

Detention homes across the country, as has been pointed out, are
frequently over-crowded and yet programs such as the one recently
implemented in the last year or so in Broward County, Florida,

Fort Lauderdale, have demonstrated that the number of youths de-

tained may be cut drastically without any increase in the number
of juveniles failing to appear in court or in the number of those
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committing other delinquent acts while they are free in the com-
munity.

One of the keys to that, as Mr. Martinez pointed out, is the use
of objective criteria to eliminate, to reduce the amount of discretion
to say, "Well, you ought to be detained because you are charged
with a drug offense." That alone does not make the person a threat
to the public safety or a risk of not showing up for a court proceed-
ing, instead the use of more effective criteria.

One of the things that the act originally did was talk about im-
plementing national standards. There are four sets of juvenile jus-
tice standards that have been published. Many of them have been
out for 10, 15 years. Those standards clearly define the criteria to
be used in detention. We do not need to reinvent the wheel. We
need to simply have the office involved much more aggressively in
promoting many of those standards that they funded and saying,
"This is what the States ought to be doing in addressing detention
criteria in their statutes."

Congress, I think, needs to keep the reform thrust of the act fore-
most in the reauthorization process. To focus only on the specific
mandates or on particular special emphasis programs is to engage
in a minute examination of the trees without seeing the signifi-
cance of the entire forest. There also needs to be a major reexam-
ination of the resources that are being committed to the cause of
juvenile justice in America through the act.

The problems of juveniles continue to become far more complex
and yet the resources allocated to addressing those problems have
shrunk significantly in real terms over the continuation of the act.
I might point out, Mr. Chairman, that in 1981 the congressional ap-
propriation under the act was $97 million. In 1991 dollars, that
amounts to about $210 million. We only have slightly more than
one-third of that to deal with far more complex problems today
than we had back then.

The act, as Chairman Neiberg pointed out, is the place where
programs dealing with juvenile justice and delinquency prevention
ought to be placed. The idea of allocating large sums of money
through the Crime Bill to boot camps and urban gang interdiction
are foolish as these approaches are already contained in the JJDP
Act in a much more carefully reasoned fashion. The act is our best
hope for achieving through a meaningful State-Federal partnership
true justice for juveniles and safety for society.

One of my inspirations in my view towards public service in the
political and other realms was a young man who was assassinated
a number of years ago. My first involvement in a political cam-
paign was in law school for a young man from Massachusetts
named John Kennedy and then a few years later, his brother, who
was involved in a presidential campaign while I was a young
lawyer starting out in practice in Virginia. He wrote a book, this
young United States Senator from New York, called "To Seek a
Newer World." That book was dedicated to my children and yours.
And he sought to address what he saw as the major problems of
the world of 1967, including to a great extent the problems of
yo uth.

In the dedication of that book, Senator Robert F. Kennedy
quoted words from Albert Camus that are pertinent to our task in
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addressing the act. "Perhaps we cannot prevent this world from
being a world in which children are tortured, but we can reduce
the number of tortured children. And if you do not help us, who
else in the world can help us to do this?"

As volunteers, State advisory group members and others in the
effort to reduce the number of tortured children, the members of
the State advisory groups and their National Coalition pledge their
continued efforts for true juvenile justice reform and we hope and
expect that Congress will join with us in this partnership. I thank
you for this opportunity and I will be happy, of course, to answer
your questions at the appropriate time.

[The prepared statement of Robert E. Shepherd, Jr. follows:]

STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. SHEPHERD, JR., ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL COALITION OF

STATE JUVENILE JUSTICE ADVISORY GROUPS

Congressman Martinez, members of the Subcommittee on Human Resources, and
ladies and gentlemen: -My name is Robert E. Shepherd, Jr., and I am a Professor of
Law at the University of Richmond Law School in Richmond, Virginia. I also cur-
rently serve as Chairman of the Reauthorization Committee of the National Coali-
tion of State Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups. I am here today to testify on behalf
of the National Coalition in connection with the proposed reauthorization of the Ju-

venile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1979.
The act is the sole example of a Federal initiative addressing the problems of ju-

venile delinquency and non-criminal misbehavior by children in the United States.
It was initially enacted by Congress in 1974 to provide "Federal leadership and co-
ordination of the resources necessary to develop and implement at the State and
local community level effective programs for the prevention and treatment of juve-

nile delinquency."
As originally adopted, the Act had seven principal pillars: first, it introduced a

strong Federal presence to the juvenile justice arena by committing resources and
establishing a legislative commitment to certain goals and policies; second, it recog-
nized the immense value in placing the primary responsibility for implementing
those goals and policies at the State and local community level through a formula
grant program administered by State Advisory Groups; third, it created the Office

of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to institutionalize this Federal pres-
ence; fourth, it committed the Federal Government to the dual goals of removing
status offenders and non-offenders from secure institutions and separating juvenile
offenders from adults in institutional settings; fifth, it established a discretionary
grant process through the Special Emphasis and Treatment Program to make

awards directly to public and private nonprofit agencies to help develop creative
techniques and strategies for realizing the act's purposes; sixth, it encouraged the
development of national standards to assist in reforming the juvenile justice system;
and seventh, the act embodied the goal of coordinating Federal programs in the
areas of delinquency prevention and juvenile justice.

In total, the act constituted a great deal more than just these seven highlighted
characteristics, but it was built largely upon these seven pillars with the most im-

portant ones being the identification of national goals for the rehabilitation and
reform of juvenile justice, and the designation of a Federal-State partnership for the
implementation of those goals.

It must never be forgotten that the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974 is a piece of reform legislation, and the initial mandates defined by the
act, and those which have been added, are morely means to the achievement of that
fundamental end of juvenile justice reform. Subsequent amendments to the Actin
1976, 1977, 1980, 1984, 1988, 1989, and 1990--have not departed from that initial
fundamental goal.

The first two mandates under the act to the States were reflective of this reform
strategy: the separation of juvenile offenders from adult criminals in institutional
settings, and the removal of status offenders, those juveniles who have engaged in
misbehavior that would not be criminal if committed by an adult, and non-offend-
ers, such as abused and neglected children, from any sort of secure residential set-
ting. These two Federal initiatives remained the sole mandates under the act until
1980, when Congress took the next logical step beyond separation by mandating the
removal of all juveniles from confinement in adult jails and lock-ups. However, this
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forward step was balanced somewhat by the enactment in the same year of the
"valid court order" exception to the earlier mandate for removal of status offenders
from secure facilities. The recent report of the General Accounting Office reinforces
the consistent belief of the National Coalition that the enactment of this exception
was a serious mistake, and a step backward. Thus, as of 1980, there were three
major mandates under the Actdeinstitutionalization of status offenders, separa-
tion of juveniles and adult criminal, and jail removal, and the fourth mandate was
added in 1988 at the urging of the National Coalition. This fourth mandate directed
a new focus on the disproportionate representation of minority youth at every stage
of the juvenile justice process.

Despite a decided lack of support from the Federal executive branch over the past
11 years, substantial progress has been made by the States and their National Coali-
tion in realizing the subsidiary goals under the act defined by the mandates. Be-
tween 1977 and 1988, the number of juvenile status offenders incarcerated in secure
settings in America dropped from almost 190,000 to less than 10,000, a reduction of
nearly 95 percent. The record of performance in securing separation of juveniles
from adult offenders in incarceration is similarly significant as the numbers have
dropped from 84,000 to less than 19,000, a reduction of 78 percent, and two States
account for almost 14,000 of the numbers remaining in contact with adults. Like-
wise, the number of youths in adult jails in America has dropped from more than
150,000 to less than 43,000, and those who are still jailed are generally older than
previously, and the number of days served in such an institution is less than in the
past. The States are still in the early stages of identifying the extent and causes of
overrepresentation of minority youths in the juvenile justice system, but there has
been substantial progress in seeking to impact on the disparities discovered.

Despite the progress that has been made in implementing the four mandates,
there is still much that needs to be done. For example, the next logical step is to
move beyond a focus on where juveniles are to be detained to a concentration on
whether juveniles need to be detained at the rate currently found around the coun-
try. True juvenile justice reform occurs when young people who get into trouble are
dealt with in the least restrictive setting necessary for the protection of the public
and the assurance of their attendance at any pending court proceedings. Detention
homes across America are frequently overcrowded, and yet programs such as the
one implemented in Broward County, Florida, have demonstrated that the number
of youths detained may be cut drastically without any significant increase in the
number of juveniles failing to appear in court or in the number of those committing
other delinquent acts while free in the community. The Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) needs to be far more supportive of those
States that are still earnestly attempting to come into compliance, and far more in-
novative in seeking to bring about true juvenile justice reform under the act.

The Office must also be held accountable to the underlying purpose and intent of
the Act. It is inexcusable that OJJDP would issue a policy interpretation that allows
adult jails and juvenile detention facilities to be physically situated together and to
be run by a single administrator when the entire thrust of the act is to deal with
juveniles separately and based on a totally different philosophy than that which
governs adult corrections. The Office also needs to worry less about being popular
with those States that are not yet in compliance and should focus instead on com-
mitting the resources, both fiscal and human, to assist the States to come into com-
pliance and remove children from inappropriate facilities where they may be victim-
ized or otherwise put at risk.

Congress also needs to keep the reform thrust of the act foremost in the reauthor-
ization process. To focus only on the specific mandates, or on particular Special Em-
phasis programs is to engage in a minute examination of the trees without seeing
the significance of the entire forest. There also needs to be a major reexamination of
the resources that Congress is committing to the cause of juvenile justice in Amer-
ica through the act. The problems of juveniles have become far more complex, and
yet the resources allocateii to addressing those problems have shrunk significantly
in real terms since the enactment of the act. We do not believe that the problems
identified in the act can be solved simply by throwing money at them, but the share
of the formula grant funds that each State receives is insufficient to achieve the
act's objectives, and move on to other reforms. Ironically, it is the States like Alaska
and other western States that receive the smaller allocations and yet they have
some of the greatest need for resources to achieve jail removal in remote areas. It is
also difficult for some of these larger States in area with small populations to bring
their advisory groups together to address the problems because of insufficient allo-
cations for administrative costs. Instead of trying to create exceptions and weaken
the mandates of the act, OJJDP should be addressing some of these problems and
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finding solutions to the unique problems of individual jurisdictions while still keep-
ing faith with the act.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended, still
stands as a beacon of enlightened, measured approaches to preventing delinquency
and addressing delinquent behavior in America, and it requires no massive tinker-
ing. The proposals to allocate large sums of money through the Crime Bill to "boot
camps" and urban gang interdiction are foolish, as these approaches are already
contained in the JJDP Act in a more carefully reasoned fashion. Besides, no one yet
knows whether such radical departures from traditional juvenile justice treatment
as "boot camps" even work. To simply throw money at the current fads under the
banner of "getting tough" is not the responsible approach to achieving true justice
for juveniles or safety for society. The act is our best hope for achieving both
through a meaningful State-Federal partnership and this is where resources and
commitments should be placed.

We need to do a better job of achieving the mandates of the act as intermediate
steps toward achieving the greater goal of juvenile justice reform. We need to look
at some of the effective programs that workthose that are described in our 1991
Reportand place our resources there. We need to examine more closely the condi-
tions in the institutions we use for children, and correct those that are inhumane or
counterproductive. We need to look at the special treatment needs of our incarcerat-
ed juveniles and address them more effectively through a range of services. We need
to allocate resources to advocacy for juveniles, especially those services that go to
fulfill to promise of In re Gault that every child will have competent representation
in any delinquency hearing. As we approach the 25th anniversary of Gault next
year, it is unconscionable that many juveniles are tried without the assistance of
counsel every day in America. It is fine to support innovative programs for provid-
ing assistance to abused and neglected children, but the Office is currently doing
nothing under the advocacy requirement of the act to address the need of delin-
quent youth for advocates as well. We need to focus on the problem of the over-
utilization of psychiatric institutions for children with behavioral problemsmany
of these are the status offenders we removed from secure juvenile justice institu-
tions under the act.

Twenty-four years ago a young United States Senator from New York wrote a
bookTo Seek A Newer Worlddedicated "to my children and yours" wherin he
sought to address the serious problems of his world, including the problems of
youth, many of which are still with us. In the dedication Robert F. Kennedy quoted
words from Albert Camus that are pertinent to our task in addressing the act.

"Perhaps we cannot prevent this world from being a world in which children are
tortured. But we can reduce the number of tortured children. And if you don't help
us, who else in the world can help us do this?"

As volunteers in the effort to reduce the number of tortured children, the mem-
bers of the State Advisory Groups and their National Coalition of State Juvenile
Justice Advisory Groups pledge their continued efforts. Will you join us?

Chairman MARTINEZ. Professor Shepherd, thank you. And we
will ask questions after we have heard from the rest of the panel,
but I am moved to say that the last statement you made about tor-
tured children is that I have become increasingly aware of it; all of
us have, that there are so many situations of abused children.
What nobody really realizes is that those abused children result in
societal problems as they become adults. I have had occasion to
visit with some people who are trying to overcome the problems
that they inherited because of that abuse.

One thing that we talk about, abuse in homes where there are
natural parents, even if it is a single parent family, that what is
really apparent and that Congress has moved to deal with is the
number of foster children that are abused. The bigger percentage
of children in foster homes are abused than are not abused. And it
is something that we have to deal with as well, because a lot of
these abused children from these kinds of homes are the ones that
we are dealing with in these programs here. But I thank you very
much for that excellent testimony.

Mr. SHEPHERD. Thank you.
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Chairman MARTINEZ. Mr. Brown?

STATEMENT OF JIM BROWN, COMMUNITY RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES, CHAMOAIGN, ILLINOIS

Mr. BROWN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for this
opportunity to testify. Our organization has had the opportunity
over the last 17 years to work with a very large number of public
agencies and as well as private agencies at the State and local
level, virtually in all 57 States and territories, to work with them
in the resolution particularly of the problems that are noted in the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention act.

I wanted to take just a minute at the outset, if I could, to support
what Mr. Shepherd and Mr. Martinez have said in terms of deten-
tion criteria because I think it is a very pivotal type of thing. De-
tention criteria, objective and specific detention criteria, as the
American Bar Association laid out in their standards in the late
1970's, is probably the reason that Austin, TexasI am goilig to
give you four similarly sized communities and why their detention
centers, the size of their detention populations are different.
Austin, Texas, which is about 750,000 people, has a detention facili-
ty with about 35 beds. Honolulu, Hawaii, with a county of about a
million people, has a detention center today that has maybe 35 or
40 young people in it.

Louisville, Kentucky, with about 750,000 people, has a detention
center with about 35 kids in it. On the other hand, there are other
communities such as Indianapolis, Indiana who did not have strong
detention criteria that have a detention population of around 150
on any given day. I think that, you know, you have to have the sur-
rounding system of non-secure alternatives, the support systems,
but if you do not have that detention criteria, you are just not
going to be able to keep the populations at a low level.

Unfortunately, I think, we all err on the side of making a safe
decision and many times do not take risks with young people who
really should not be locked up, who their counterparts committing
the same type of offences of adults are free and do not get locked
up. Just as a little bit of background on it, Oklahoma, about 11 or
12 Nirs ago, looked very closely at their detention population and
found that in a given year they were detaining about 7,000 chil-
dren statewide. They said, "Let us sit down and look and see what
we are doing. Let us take those 7,000 cases and apply a specific de-
tention criteria rather than saying, you know, the criteria being, is
the kid reliable; is the kid dangerous. Let us look at the specific
offenses. Let us look at what the offense was. Let us look at past
criminal history and these types of things and then make a deci-
sion based on that."

We all have our biases and the biases are as broad as human
nature. If there is not a specific criteria tied to an offense and
things like criminal history, then the number of kids that get de-
tained is very, very large. Oklahoma sat down and looked at those
7,000 young people, applied what they thought was awhich was a
very objective and specific criteria that they all felt, "This is basi-
cally what we do." When they applied the criteria, they found that
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fewer than 2,000 of those young people would have been eligible for

secure detention.
Well, now that is all historical and it is one thing to say that

only 2,000 young people should be detained but everyone is saying,
"If we do this there is going to be a reign of terror in the communi-
ty." That was historical data they used in Oklahoma, so they really
did not have the opportunity to look at that.

Louisville, about 3 years later, had the opportunity to look at
those kind of things and basically, implemented the ABA criteria
or something very close to it, the principles of it, and found that
not only did their admissions to secure detention take that same
dramatic drop, in the area of 65 to 70 percent, but in following up
the young people in a pre-test group and a post-test group, found
that there was no increase in the danger to the public safety or a
danger to the integrity of the court process.

Now this same kind of scenario has played itself out in a lot of
communities around the country over the last 10 years. And while
it is not generalizable to every community out there, it is some-
thing that I think if we are really sincere about keeping levels of
secure detention at a very low level and still preserving community
safety and the integrity of the court process that we just need to
take a much closer look at.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Could you provide the committee with in-

formation from that research?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, and there is a lot more I could, I mean just in

terms of that particular criteria. I will see that you get that.
You have heard quite a bit of testimony about the dramatic

changes that have taken place across the country in terms of jail
removal, deinstitutionalization of status offenders, disproportionate
confinement of minority youth. Those are things that are making
significant progress, things that are happening, things that contin-
ue to be great successes for the, I guess, over .1,000 State advisory
group members out there that have been pushing these for the last
10 to 15 years.

I wanted to, just for a minute, broaden the discussion a little bit
and advise you and your committee of a number of other very sig-

nificant things that have happened that have been not unintended
consequences of this movement, but are things that, I think, are as
important as the reduction in the specific numbers and the
changes in the laws.

The first is, I think that you need to be aware that there has
been a dramatically increased public and official awareness of

youth crime and the administration of juvenile justice. The beauty
of the original legislation in 1974 was the fact that you really could
not accomplish these goals of jail removal, of deinstitutionalization
of status offenders and these kind of things without having State
and local government officials talking to each other, without
having police, courts, corrections and interested citizens talking to
each other, without doing the type ofand Mr. Martinez men-
tioned earlier, the type of collaboration and coordination that is
necessary.

By going through this process, what has shaken out is a whole

new infrastructure, a whole new way of doing business. A lot of the
hard relationship types of things have been taken care of and now
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there is a much better dialogue out there. People understand the
situation better. It is much higher on the State and local agenda.

Secondly, there has been a forum for discussion and debate that
has developed out there. Again, people are talking to each other
across lines. That bodes well for future discussions on future issues.
A third positive consequence of this effort of jail removal and DSO
has been that increasingly we have a much clearer data base out
there on which to base policy decisions. Communities more and
more now are looking at things like they are doing good clear
needs assessments of high risk young people. They are doing the
kind of detention criteria of taking a good clear look at who, in
fact, is in secure detention.

Always in the past it has kind of been planning by horror story.
You know, everybody would get around the table and someone
would have this horrible story on one end and somebody would
have this horrible story on the other end, but our planning would
all be directed to that. We would build our facilities and that kind
of thing, structure our programs, around the most serious kid that
came down the block in the last 10 years.

Public officials and interested citizens are now starting to look
very clearly at who these kids are and seeing what their needs, and
building their programs around that.

Chairman MARTINEZ. I have to interrupt you right there.
Mr. BROWN. Okay.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Do you know that to a large extent a lot of

what Congress does is built on horror stories?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, I think
Chairman MARTINEZ. You watch C Span and listen to these guys

get up and tell you how terrible something is and why we have to
pass this law, when that may be an isolated instance.

Mr. BROWN. Yes, and you do not have the good clear kind of data
about what happens every day.

Chairman MARTINEZ. That is right. And fortunately for the coun-
try, committees like this have listened to people like yourself who
have done the research and are able to sometimes argue those
horror storytellers down, but not always.

Mr. BROWN. Well, it is at every level that exists.
Chairman MARTINEZ. There are some kinds of situations, the sit-

uation in Nicaragua with the Sandinistas versus the Contras, who
were the freedom fighters, you know, and things like that, but just
knock on wood that somehow we come out

Mr. BROWN. It goes up and down a lot, I guess.
Chairman MARTINEZ. But I just had to insert that. I am sorry. Go

ahead.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you. The fourth area, fourth positive conse-

quence that has come from the legislation, again, over and above
the dramatic result in terms of the numbers of kids that are no
longer detained, are the State and local partnerships that have de-
veloped. And I mentioned that a little bit earlier, but States are
now talking about pushing their resources down to the local level
so they can meet the individual needs of the kids at the local level
and the operational agencies that are down there.

There is a number of States that have had great success and
that, again, bodes well for dealing with all types of programs that
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might come down the line, not just jail removal and DSO. And a

final one, and a very important one, is that a positive consequence

of this has been the continuum of services that has developed

across the country in many States as we begin to down-size institu-

tions. As we begin to decrease the number of kids in jails and lock-

ups and as legislation and public policy changes take place, there is

this concurrent development and it is not enough but there is this

concurrent development of community based resources at the
neighborhood level, at the community level, whether it is in a
urban area or a rural area, that are developing very, very strong

individualized, culturally sensitive responses to the problems that

young people are having.
And it does not make any difference whether it involves drugs or

it is abused and neglected kids or it is status offenders or serious

and violent kids, these programs are beginning to have an impact.

Some of the characteristics of these programs, just very quickly, is

that in most every case they are characterized by the availability

of around the clock screening and referral with follow-up services.

And I cannot emphasize enough these follow-up services. I am

convinced, and I think a lot of people are convinced, that the war

and the battle will be won and lost with these young people that

are troubled and troublesome in the extent that we are able to

follow up with them, not to go in and do this one thing, but to
follow through, whether it be a mentoring program or a tracker
program, a youth attendant program. They have all kinds of

names. But this is where the battleground is. It is at the neighbor-

hood and community level and it is the extent that we can get vol-

unteers, paraprofessionals, you know, the quasi volunteer and

those kind of people involved in this fray that we are going to be

successful and retrieve these young people.
A second characteristic is that there is a growing consensus at

the local level, at the State and local level, that we need to direct

our programs and our services at the risk factors that have been
documented over and over again by the research. There are certain

things that lead to failure, that lead to non-productivity, that lead

to delinquent behavior and the list is, it is a long list, but there is a

number of things. A lot have to do with failure in school. A lot has

to do with poor family management, just a wide variety of things,

and there is growing consensus out there to the extent that we can

point our services, direct them towards those kind of individual

needs, it will be successful.
And the final area is the emerging consensus that people change

people, institutions do not and there are all kinds of programs out

there. That is the wonderful thing about it. And just very quickly,

the options program in North Carolina is a truancy based program
for kids who have been involved in the juvenile justice system that

has been replicated statewide that is having dramatic success with

young people.
The Barron Assessment and Counseling Center in Boston is

paying attention to young people that are picked up with weapons

in school right when it first happens and turning that situation

around. The youth attendant programs in States all over the coun-

try, including Michigan and North Dakota are having individual

paid volunteers who work home detention programs and a wide va-
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riety of alternatives that are very successful. And finally, there is
the trackers in Colorado that Mr. Martinez mentioned, the trackers
in Utah, a lot of other States, who are able to work with very small
groups of kids on an intensive basis to have success.

Thank you very much for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Jim Brown followsd
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Go aI moming Chairman Marthw, and members of the SulwommIttee. My nanw

Is Jim Brown Diro tor nf Commanity Roe:itch Associaws, and I appreciate the

opportunity to appear before you today to discuss issues related to the Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention Act.

Since 1974, Comr:unity Research Associates has worked directly with over 2,000

state and local agencies in all 57 states and territories on issues related to the JJDP Act

During this work we hau urged tlwse agencies to examine youth crime and the

administration of juvenile justke in a planned and systematic manner which emphasi/es

four Important steps.

liepremwtative participation hy all inwrested parties including layeltizem and
yout h,

Collection and anal;.si of clear a:curate data upon which to base policy
decisions.

Consideraiimi cf research.based progratv and Mrategles to solve the
prohlems at hand, and

am. co..a_orat.onClost coordination h of public and private agencies at all
levds of government.

It Is our strongly hclf.I opinion that only in this manner can we reduce the

Incidence of louth crinw and improve the administration of Juvenile justice.

In the seventeen years since enactment of the kgislation, an enormous number

of people frk virtually every nook and cranny of this nation have participated in the

Implementation of the Act The primary responsibility for this effort has fallen upon the

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, the State Juvenile Justice

Specialists, and the more than one thousand individuals who are active at any one time

as State Adsisory Group Members. The accomplhhments of these people have been

significant in terms of reducing the high level of secure confinement of Juveniles

1
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nationwide. The Mates haw dramatically reduced the secure detention- of status

offenders. decreased Ow number of jeseniles in adult jails and llckups, and are In the

early stages of the effort to reduce the disproportionate confinement of minority youth

in secure facilitks, While much remains to he done. the progress to date has been

impressive and created wdl.dev elopcd model% to complete the fob in coming years.

lt Is important for the Subcommittee to understand, however, that

accomplishments are not limited to new laws, rcviscd policies, and lower levels of

confinement. The unique value of the 1974 Act is that during the course of

implementing the varioos mondate.., state and local officials along with dtizen advocates

have carved out a whole new irfrastructure for planning and service delivery which h:s

yielded great benefits lift youthful c.fienclers while acsuring public safety and the Integrity

of the court process Tht se accomplishmenb ate evident In at least five areas.

Awarenes.. There is an increased public and official

awarenr.s whiA has moved the issues of juvenile justice and delinquency

prevemion high r on th c. state and local agenda. A one-day judicial training

worksh resulted in a forty percent reduction in juvenile jailings in Virginia.

Juvenile jaiIing was virtually eliminated in Montana once public officials

learned of the perils of public liability. Public opinion polls continue to

support thr goals of prevention and rehabilitation In spite of the media's

continued preoccupation with violence.

Emma% Oshate.and Dist:9111m, There is now a welt established forum for

dialogue and discussion of the major issues related to youth crime that

simply dld not exist sevtnteen years ago. Special subcommittees of the State

Advisory Croups In Michigan and Florida address the issue of
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disproportiomne min.irky onflnemeot. Regional youth councils In Idaho

and Oregon hold pubtic fit aring... establish priorities. and gain long,

term commitments from elected officials, lowa and the Mariana Islands

conduct annual ytnith conferences nt gain insight on the needs of young

people. Nut only does this new forum provide discussion across practitioner

lines hut it provides an arena whert interested citizens can be heard and

participate in the process.

CleatAILMate_..17Wahase on Youth Crime_a_nintogrAMs tbat Work. To an

increasing extent, local communities are abandoning traditional practices of

planning is) "horotr story" and insisting On clear accurate data regarding

youth needs, existing pr,mkes, programs that work, and the incidence of

youth crirle rxamplc.; include statevdtle assesiments of youth.at.risk In

Sot leo halt,va. Oit:ahlm.i and West Virginia. detailed examinations of youth

artest an.I referrals in Sari Franckw, Mobile, and Lawrence, Kansas; arid

comprehensive wst ro,iies in Colorado and Nebraska, Many states have

parla}cti the Initial moni,oring requirements of the Act Into full fledged

infotinati.m ,ysterns which provide important data for legislators and policy,

makers for asst..ssing due process, program effectiveness, and cost benefits.

51,11e thtal Partnerships The expedences of the past decade have

doeumentcd that thc problems of deinstkutlonalization and Jail remtwa:

cannot be resohed completely by the state or local community acting on

their own, or st,ithoui the witibitied efforts of government officials and

interested Lin/ens, or by Ia w enfort.ement without the courts or corrections.

Courdinakm and collaboration are more than planning words in

3
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c,:mmunitie% .vh;ch su.ce(sfully a.comp:ished the mandate% of the Act.

The Jiweni!e Service% Commeoions n Ortgon, the Local Crisis Uri :Ls in

Illinois and the Community and ramil; Crisis Program' in new Jersey are all

example% of stateilocal partnerships which grew out of efforts to Implement

the gods of thc JJDP Act Tht importance of these efforts Ile not only In the

serviccs provided but in the processes and relationships It has established for

future efforts in the same communities.

ti_ersac!, Whk hlteKt. ttyjnoilblullige(6 of IroubiraLtall

Icuuhlv tQfit Y_Qu.th The last hc:venteen years has witnessed a continued

dow of institutk.w., a decrease in the use of adult lads and lockups

and legislation and ptilIL policy changes in virtually every state which

retinues cur relian,:e on secure confinement. Concurrent with these

deoelermeny, Lave beet fletahle netwo:ks of communIty-hased senkes

tlesigrc a meet the ind..; idu i nueds of troubled and troubksome youth.

hi::e sercio,s h aracterivcd by h e availability of around-the.clock

st reenmA ;old tercifJl with f,Allowup Sersit:es beyond the immediate crisis

In fact, whetlira we re talking about abused and neglected children, street

kids status nffenders. ddinquent offenders, or serious and violent offenders,

it has b,:conw clear thm the battle and the war will eventually be won

through followup.

lo addition, these service; are based on a growing consensus that

primary pies ente In for citie:, and schools should target well.researehed risk

factors th,culat-,ted by Robt. rt Iluntet and David hawkins including:

4
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Low attachment to the neighborhood.
mr.bility and ttansitions between locations and schools.
OAS and norms fascirable to delince.nnt activity.

Poor family management.
Family history of drug use and alcoholism.
Academic failure.
1.ow commitment to schooling.
Delinquent peer groups

Finitry. these emerging services have been effective because of a

recognition dist "propk. change people" and that troubled and trouhksome

youth ski)! prosper through their relationships with stable, caring adults. In

the best 01 al; wkls this adult is 1 parent or family member. Absent the!.c

ursont con.011:Mries and neighborhoods are turning to an army of

volumt ,. rs quasi.voit:rircers, and paraprofosionals who go by assorted

names such as youth attendants. mentors trackers, and proctors. These

people: lin iperly trained :nd Clartlrai! sellsitive, are well positioned to assist

young pro& dirougt% tht. init.:41e Id of adolescent obstacles i ncluding drugs

3n1 akol-ti, crime, teen pregnant.). dropout and illiteracy, hcalth.related

prt ptntrty. h:mu.'lessness. and exploitation.

We are fortunate th it numeroos effective programs exist acroFs the

country which can serve a.s models in this effort, including:

11w OPTION.'," Proton)in North Carolina initiated in Lexington
which has recently been expanded statewide The program
combines intensive family therapy with alternative classroom
activities for ;.outh irvolved in the juvenile justice system.

The ZOO African AnwrIejn Men Mentoring Program originated In
Chicago is working directly with minority youth involved with
tlw juvenile !ustice sructu and turviding the essential followup
services often lacking in traditional corrections programs.

5
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'Ilw Harron As.snient and niunrfing CeNer works with rnah

taught with %%rayons in the Boston schools, The program

essim ni, resoluthm counselifl g. alternative

schooling, and 1011owup servicei.

Muth eturnddllt Program in Michigan provides screening.

supervision, and counseling for youth arrested and referred to

court Services include Intake and referral, home detention,

hold, ucrs, and staff wcure foster care.

Trackcrs ponide intensive supervision for a small number of

young offenders in Utah. including followup and referral to

community resources.

It is In this last area of strengtht.ning the camtinutim of community-based services,

particularly as they effkrt to Aibled mid to loblesonw yomh at the fropt.end of the fuvenik:

justice system. that I urge you to conccmrate the limited resources of the EDP Act

Without rbect scrvt c! s in place nation%%::lr, fly mandates of the Act will not he

completed

6
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Chairman MARTINEZ. I should thank you. Thank you very much.
Mr. Noonan.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS NOONAN, OUR TOWN, TUCSON, ARIZONA
Mr. NOONAN. Thank you. Chairman Martinez and members of

the staff of this committee, I would like to thank you for inviting
me here. My area of expertise is my experience working with high
risk youth and families in Tucson, Arizona and bringing an agency
that started out back in 1974 as a federally funded program, part
of the juvenile court called Mobile Di version, to the status today
which is Our Town Family Center, with a staff of 50 and a volun-
teer of 125, providing services to high risk youth and diversion pro-
grams and school based programs and prevention.

One of the things I am struck by is the fact that despite the
system we have been able to continue to develop a program geared
to the prevention and the early intervention programs. The 1974
grant was discontinued by the juvenile court in 1978 because the
money ran out. It was not the concept. It was nothing more than,
"The money is gone, so is our effort and enthusiasm in providing
the service." The cars, the radios, the other things that were part
of the grant stayed with the program. Thankfully, a group of ten
volunteers who were also part of that initiative decided that the
concept was worth pursuing, that it was worth going into the home
of families at the first sign of problems, that when a child comes to
you and is referred by a school counselor or walks into the juvenile
court on a status offense or is brought to your attention by Child
Protective Services, that that is the time to intervene and to act
positively on behalf of that family to provide services.

We have kept that concept going. We kept it going through the
funding of the original grant as well as the lack of enthusiasm
later on by the juvenile court who chose again not to continue the
funding of the concept back in 1979. What we have been able to
accomplish is to build a program or agency around a concept that
you can impact families if you choose to be aggressive in the way
you choose to see things. You do not sit in your office and wait for
someone to come in and say, "I have a problem." You go out and
you provide outreach into the communities. You provide outreach
into the systems. You go to juvenile court and say, "We have an
interest in providing services to your high risk youth. Can we work
out a deal where we can provide with you services to status offend-
ers, and by the way, we have the money to do it," which is the
kicker. The control of the money seems to be a factor in how serv-
ices are rendered and how effective services can be.

What Our Town has done is to provide a number of services
based on the early recognition of

Chairman MARTINEZ. Mr. Noonan, can I interrupt you right
here, because something keeps bugging me in my mind that I need
to know.

Mr. N OON eiN. All right.
Chairman MARTINEZ. The way you were funded, was that a dis-

cretionary grant?
Mr. NOON AN. The LEAA grant, I am not sure, Law Enforcement

Assistance Act money.
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Chairman MARTINEZ. Let mA tell you why, because what keeps

reoccurring on the evidence we have read so far is that, you know,

there are two pots of money here. One is discretionary monies and

the other is the formula funded money. And the discretionary
monies, many of the programs may start out on the discretionary
funds. Even though the programs are good and are accomplishing
something, the office may decide to terminate the funds thereby
terminating some very good work that is going on. And that is

something that we have to find a way to deal with, too.

So if you can find out if it was discretionary.
Mr. NOONAN. I believe it was discretionary. It was a model

project set up over 3 years in Pima County.
Chairman MARTINEZ. That was a discretionary grant. Thank you.

Mr. NOONAN. What happened was the lack of support of the juve-

nile court itself to continue the concept, was the problem that we

saw. And the effort of the volunteer component which was part of

the original program is what kept it going.
What we have been able to do in keeping that concept of provid-

ing services in home in the evening when the family is together, is

to continue to reach the high risk populations by taking the priori-

ty four cases of the CPS system which are the cases that are called

in but which rarely get any services and investigation, and provide

services to those working under group and Child Protective Serv-

ices, to provide services to those families, to work with the juvenile

court along the lines of being able to, when law enforcement or
when a family brings a youth into the court with a status offense,

we dispatch a team of volunteer staff members from our office who

go and work with that family in lieu of entering them into the ju-

venile court system.
We have also gone ahead and worked with groups like Head

Start where we provide a series of parenting workshops along with

the availability of 24-hour crisis intervention and home based serv-

ices to those families as they need them. We have also developed

school based programs with the same concept that the school has

recognized their high risk population. The school knows who they

feel are mperiencing difficulties in the community or in their

W hat we try to do is support those students, those families

and those teachers and counselors who work with them to provide

home based services, community based and neighborhood services

as an alternative to just telling those kids, "I am sorry you have to

go find help. You need help, go find it someplace else."

And we have been effective in doing that. Like I said, our pro-

gram has grown through various funding sources including money

from Juvenile Justice. And we have been able to also secure
United Way funds and local matching funds. The thing for me,
though, that is most important to bring to your attention is that

the inability of community based agencies to interact effectively

with the system, the juvenile court system and Child Protective

Service system prevention, early intervention programs, are seen

as the fringe, are seen as the things that are going to be cut first.

They are the things that do not relate to exactly what is going to

happen when you have issues of substance abuse and gang involve-

ment.
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These services are often the ones that are cut off and funding
minimized. What we try to do as an outside agency is secure the
Federal funds to make it real Pn. the court. Like I said before, we
have control over the money from a community based perspective,
provide the services to the court. We then ha.,e some control over
how the services are rendered and it does not become a matter if it
is cut because we need more money or we need a new building.

We found it to be very successf I but, of course, as money contin-
ues to dwindle on the State and local level, it becomes more and
more difficult. I think that what we found in working with youth,
in answer to one of your questions that you put to the panel before,
was that many of the youth that we see could have been presented
to us from a mental health perspective, from a ,itivenile court per-
spective or from a Child Protective Service perspective. These kids,
when you catcl. ;hem early enough in that pool, can be dealt with
by providing home based services much more effectively and much
more cost effectively than the cost of putting them in institutions,
separating the family and making the State or the government re-
sponsible for the behavior of the children. We have been successful
because we have also stayed close to the initial plans that the origi-
nal legislation had cailed for, which was diverting kids out of insti-
tutions as well as away from the CPS system. In my written testi-
mony I give you examples of seven programs that we have, two of
which I have already mentioned. Other programs like mediation
programs, providing the schools in the communities as alternatives
to conflict, teaching kids the process of communication since most
of the families we see recognize discipline and communication as
key problems that have led to thora running away or having prob-
lems in the home.

Also I have made several recommendations around the issue of
addressing the problems that families face from a comprehensive
approach. If there is available services 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, to families that are experiencing difficulties, the likelihood of
catching them early in the process is much more realistic. As long
as there is a network, a safety net, utilizing the existing communi-
ty resources, we stand a much better chance of catching these kids
before they become gang members, before they become drop-outs.
And also the issue needs 1%0 be localized.

The community of Tuzson should not have to take a program
that has been developed in Chicago and implement it because
somebody thinks it is a good program. The merits of programs in
local communities needs to be recognized and a mechanism put in
place to encourage the development of new and innovative pro-
grams rather than buying a program off the shelf. I think that is a
real concern nowadays when you look at concepts that might work
in one or two isolated instances but not necessarily work on the
total picture, especially with the diverse population we face in the
southwest.

Among the other recommendations I have made is that we look
at 24-hour drop-in centers, not just for parents but also for law en-
forcement as alternative places to bring youth rather than taking
them to juvenik court. And also, although the juvenile justice advi-
sory committees serve a very useful function in Arizona in the last
few years have done very good work in the area of bringing us into
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compliance, the issues on a local level are a little more specific to

whether there should be a teen pregnancy program in Ajo or
whether there should be a drop-out prevention program. I think
giving control to the local communities on how prevention and how

these programs are developed is real important and can be done by

involving the Child Protective Services, the churches, the local

groups that make a community possible.
In some areas it might be a group of three people. In other com-

munities it might be 12 or 14. But let them have some say in how

monies are spent and how services are rendered. And I think that

will be a much more positive way to look at the limited resources
and coordinate efforts on the local level and impact children based

on what the needs of that community are, not whether the money

is in substance abuse, gangs, homelessness or any other categorical
problem that we see from a Federal or State level.

Also I would like to see the Department of Juvenile Justice, who

when I was in Washington I visited to ask some questions, a little

more responsive and a little more knowledgeable about what is

going on in the communities. It took me two days to find somebody

to talk with and then when I talked with that person, they were
not aware of what I was aware of what was occurring in the com-

munity. And that is a level of frustration for providers who are

looking for some type of information relevant to provision of serv-

ices.
I know kids take drugs to school. I do not need to read about the

study that said they do. I need to know what is effective in stop-

ping that from happening. I think the need for collaboration, not

just for operation, is important. I gave you a copy of one of the

things that we developed locally in Tucson, a bag with on one side

all the resources available to homeless youth and homeless adults

and a map of the community on the back and also two condoms in

it, which is somethingwith shampoo and other items that we give

to the kids on the street.
I imagine it would be a little difficult for the juvenile court or

the State Department of Child Welfare to get away with that, but
non-profit agencies through their Boards of Directors, can initiate

programs like this. And I think the most important part of the
whole bag concept here is that there is three agencies listed here.

Ronald McDonald Children's Charities, Department of Health and
Human Services and the United Way, made this kind of outreach

effort possible.
I think we need to look more at those type of programs and less

at the little target areas that we seem to be developing throughout.

I would also like to say that one of the positive resources for com-

munity based agencies is the National Network for Runaway and
Homeless Youth Services, a valuable resource for us sharing infor-

mation and getting our information across. And I think that is
something that if at all possible, to bring some of those people in to

discuss some of the merits of programs like this with your commit-

tee. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dennis Noonan follows:]
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TESTIMONY ON NEW AND INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS

FOR EARLY INTERVENTION AND PREVENTION

SERVICES.

Chairman Martinez and members of the Subcommittee, I would like to

thank you for inviting me here today to share with you my experiences

reloted to working with high risk youth and the Juvenile Justice system.

I om eloted by the subcommittee's desire to explore new and

innovative ideas on programs that provide early intervention and

prevention services oimed at reducing ond preventing Juvenile

delinquency and crime.

My being here today began for me fifteen years ago when I become a

volunteer for the Mobile Diversion Program at the Pima County Juvenile

Cc t In Tucson. The program funded by a Federal Law Enforcement

Assistance Act (LEAR) grant provided for mobile teams to respond to

cases of stotus offenders (CHINS. PINS) reported to the court by

parents, law enforcement, schools and child protective services. Staff

and volunteer teoms responded in the evening hours to provide crisis

outreach ossessment and referral services to "youth and families". The

goal was the deinstitutionalization of youth by providing on-site, next

day, or home based counseling to families. This type of program, as

well as the use of alternative placements such os youth shelters, was

directly developed through the LEAR funding. Today those programs

which survived make up the core from which many of the existing youth

service centers/shelters funded by JODHPUR and the Runaway and

Homeless Youth Act today. Unfortunately It is only because of the

efforts of community based organizations that even o few of these

programs continued to operate beyond the federal funding cycle. As

was the case with the Tucson Mobile Diversion Progrom, the juvenile

court discontinued the program when funding ran out. Vehicles,

equipment, radios, etc., remnIned with the court and had It not been for

the efforts of the vkluntcars who worked as team members and a

concerned coring community, the concept would have ended in Arizona

as It did in so many communities in 1978.

It is with a sense of pride and the experience of the fifteen years that I

am here todoy for the some concepts continue through COUR TOWN

Family Center. The range of services has grown to encompass

prevention, early intervention, shelter, transitional living, mediation and

Intensive family preservation programs; utilizing 125 volunteers, forty

staff, from what once was no staff, ten volunteers ond zero fundin9 In

1979. I applaud the subcommittee for allowing representatives limn

organizations like OUR TOWN to share their experience and insi9hl in

these hearings surrounding reauthorization of the Juvenile Delinquency

ond Prevention Act.

1
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At a time when gang violence, satanic and ritual murders, hate crimes,
rape, and more violent crimes are being committed by youth, I am
encouraged by your request to look at prevention/eady intervention
approaches. For so long It has seemed the OJJDP hos been more
concerned with reports on Juvenile crime than on its prevention. I hope
that this subcommittee will help reverse the emphasis on prosecuting
youth as cdults and take the lead In fostering family and community
based solutions to the escalating problems of Juvenile crime and
delinquency. The statistics speak for themselves and the Department
of Justice has invested much time and effort in data collection and
reports. I am sure the subcommittee will hear statistics from other
presenters and reports during your process. I refer you to the General
Accounting Office report on homeless and runaway services GAO/HAD
90-45, the William T. Gant Foundation publication, current Federal
Policies Ind Programs for youth and the report of the National
Commission on Children, "Beyond Rhetoric-A New American Agenda for
Children and Families 1991" for additional non-Deportment of Justice
justice oriented material on the issues of youth and families. I olso
hope you will consider viewing "Streetwise", an academy award
nominated movie available at most video rental shops which depicts
life on the street for homeless youth and their lives of crime and
desperation in order to live from day to day as an additional source of
understanding of youth caught on their own with no place to turn.

COMMUNITY PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT:

As I have noted, OUR TOWN Family Center began in 1979 as an
incorporated, non-profit family service agency, maintaining the some
approach to services but on a much smaller level, as the original
program. Through small grants from foundations and the United Way,
the agency began a slow growth until 1983 when grant writing and
service reputation led to larger and more stable funding. The
programmatic growth of the organization was based on volunteers and
staff perception of the needs of the youth and families we served. The
key concepts for the development and growth of our agency ore found
in our focus on Family and Community. These focal points often placed
our agency in an adversarial relationship with the juvenile court and
Child Protective Service procedures. Their focus was on the child and In
most cases limited attention to family or community. That hos begun to
change locally. It is wonderful to see some attention nationally on the
benefits of early, broad-based services. OUR TOWN developed an
array of services to meet the needs of the total community of the child.
Youth suicide, date rape, teen violence and child abuse prevrIir
programs were developed and implemented In schools ond
communities. Mediation programs were developed to offed a
nonviolent communication model to help resolve disputes. Programs in
neighborhoods, divorce/custody, school peer and parent/child mediation

2
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ore now provided. Residential services through a youth transitional

living and brief teen shelter have olso been developed to address the

needs of youth and fomilies in our community. Our core progrom, the

Mobile Diversion service, hos been the central point of the
development of the above noted programs, as well as our Homeless

Street Outreoch program, Head Start and School Assistance Program,

the Juvenile Court Diversion Program, Child Protective Service Assistance

project and the Intensive Family Preservation Project. I offer this

overview of our organization and program explanations, as an example

of how community based ogencies develop ond interact with child

welfare, juvenile justice ond school systems to meet the needs of high-

risk youth and families. In most cases it is the community bosed

agency which must initiate, nurture, fund, and defend these joint

approaches to services due to a lack of shored vision, commitment and

mondate by the systems to early intervention, prevention, and family

focused services. In many cases, os children's service system staff Is

chonged so too is the commitment of the system to working with

community based social service ogencies. The following examples of

programs effective in diverting youth from court and welfare services

and strengthening families In the school and home environment ore

provided here for your review. Please note that as difficult is It is to

service youth and families with multi problems, and with limited

resources, It is just as difficult to coordinate services with schools,

courts and protective services and will continue to be o problem until

Federal, State and local government funding sources provide the

leadership in making joint efforts required as port of on-going funding

for generol operations of these large bureaucracies.

PROGRAM EXAMPLES:

Missing Children's Task Force

In 1985 in response to the abduction and murder of several local

children, a coordinated network composed of two low enforcement

agencies, juvenile court, the county attorneys office, and three socinl

service agencies come together utilizing a federal missing children's

grant. Over three yeors o system where oll reported coses of runaway

youth county wide were referred to the Family Crisis Services at OUR

TOWN for counseling and support. The system recognized high risk

families, referred youth to existing community services, and provided

closure on all runaway coses for low enforcement. Mobile teams

responded to the home or mode office appointments were set-up seven

evenings a week. Over 1500 cases o yeor were served. The program

ended in 1988 when the weak support of the Pima County Juvenile

Court for the program was withdrown. They sought on easier system

with less services ond more families served by phone. The attached

Court Intake form was given by police to each family where a runaway

3
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report wos token: It shows how joint efforts can be incorporated into on
existing system (see attoched form). The program was effective with
families but was plogued by constont chonge of low enforcement and
court stoff assigned to the project. Commitment from the top down was
not consistent. Families experiencing difficulty often foce acting out
behavior such os running owoy os the first sign of problems which
could, if not deolt with immediately, leod to future serious crime or
delinquent behavior.

Head Start/Carrillo Middle School Program

In 1990, OUR TOWN begon a prevention early intervention project with
the twelve Head Start Centers in Tucson, OUR TOWN staff provides
two workshops per yeor to parents ot each site. Rs port of the
workshops, the home based crisis intervention services Is highlighted.
All services ore bilingual, biculturol. Families con occess services directly
by phone ond ore eligible for other OUR TOWN services.

The Corrillo School Progrom provided in a local desegregoted magnet
school provides three parent workshops, two teocher in-service
troinings, home bosed services to 100 of the most at-risk youth at the
school, and provides a counselor two ofternoons o week for youth
group ond teocher consultation. The progrom works to enhonce the
community, school ond home relationship. Parent workshops ore
provided at the school, the low income projects ond local neighborhood
center. Both these program combine primary prevention and early
intervention to populations recognized as high-risk due to Income or
crime rotes in their oreos ond recognition of "problem" children by
teachers or porents.

School Mediation Project

This project seeks to provide youth exposure and experience in
alternatives to conflict resolution ond teoches a basic communication
model for use in school, home ond community. A generol school wide
ossembly Is conducted, the mediation process taught, ond program
exploined. Several students ore selected by the students to serve os
school mediotors. The process is then used on the ployground, in the
clossrooms ond the students work with the teochers and administrators
trained In the model to resolve porent/child or other appropriote
situations. The project teoches ond models successful resolution of
problems through communication. Truancy, fights, ond parent child rules
ore typicol oreos where this model hos proved effective. OUR TOWN
hos used mediation in gong Issues, neighborhood disputes, divorce ond
custody situations, Volunteers ore the cornerstone of this program ond
It is applicable to home, work, school ond community.

4
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C.P.S./.1uvenlie Court Diversion Program

in response to escalating numbers of referrals to child protective
services, OUR TOWN takes referral of 80 cases a month from C.P.S. of
low priority reports of abuse. These cases would otherwise not be
seen by CP.S. Child Protective Services sends a letter to each family
with a copy sent to OUR TOWN. Our staff calls and arranges to visit
the family. They assess the level of need and refer the family to
existing community services. Child safety Issues are paramount ond if
further C.P.S. involvement is needed, the case is returned for C.P.S.
Investigation and services.

OUR TOWN teams respond to the Juvenile Court from 2:00 p.m. to 10:00
p.m., five days a week when family or law enforcement physically bring
a youth to the court for a status offense. OUR TOWN works with the
family to resolve the Issue, set new plans for follow-up services and
calls the family to check status at 3 or 6 months to see how they ore
doing. Neither C.P.S. or the court pay for the service nor are the clients
charged. Local funds and Department of Health and Human Services
contracts help support the projects. When we control the money, the
buy-In on the part of the child welfare system Is much more likely to
continue.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The availability of immediate services or referral can have a major
impact on family stability and the utilization of services by families
before severe problems occur. The following recommendations speak to

a base of services which would help families and communities to help

themselves.

(A) Each community should e required to offer baseline or core
services utilizing existing community based agencies. These

services should be supported by all child and family welfore
organizations and include:

* 24 hour crisis hotline (1-(800)-53R-TOWN)

*24 hour drop in center or drop off center where families can
receive counseling and where law enforcement can drop off status
offender youth ond family non-juvenile services can be rendered
free or on a sliding scale fee.

*Home based outreach services, when oppropriote, should be
provided on referral from school, Child Protective Service or family
request during evening hours within 48 to 72 hours of referral.

5
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*A committee composed of law enforcement, parents, youth,
social service agencies, schools, Juvenile court, child protective
service and church and neighborhood representatives should be
set up, not just on a state level, but on local levels to oversee,
advocate and support prevention, early intervention services in
funded communities. Core services should be maintained special
needs recognized and Joint programs encouraged,

(El) FEDERAL FUNDING OF LOCAL AGENCIES

Funds directly available to family and youth service agencies and
coordinated community consortiums need to be enhanced.
Innovative, culturally and community responsive efforts rarely
result from state controlled or system generated sources.
Financial stress on these systems result in funding going to
existing traditional programs which too often fall to address the
emerging needs of youth and families.

While the current Juvenile Justice Advisory Council in Arizona has
done a good job and is responsive and proactive in allocating
the limited available funding, this has not always been the case
and is not the case in other states. Direct federal contract with
community-based agencies allows for more creative and larger
impact programs conducive to the nee& of the local communities
and can then be coordinated with statewide Juvenile advisory
groups.

This testimonti represents the efforts of one agency, one group of
concerned individuals in Tucson, Arizona. Many similar programs
exist nationwide and have adapted or are willing to adapt their
services in similar ways in an effort to provide services geared to
prevention and early intervention, avoiding later hard core youth
and family dysfunctions. OUR TOWN is an active member of the
National Network of Runaway and Youth Services. As members
we have seen the movement of other member agencies to
provide a full range a services to youth and their families. The
network serves as a valuable resource on current trends, needs
and direction for many youth/family agencies and an advocate for
youth in need. I hope this subcommittee will look closely at
enhanced funding for OJJDP and in the reauthorization the
development of joint efforts by law enforcement, courts and
community agencies.

Thank you again for thls opportunity to present testimony to you thls
morning.

6
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Homelessness: Homeless and Runowoy Youth
Receiving Services ot Federolly Funded Shelters

United Stoles General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548
GRO/HAD 90-45

Cuffent Federal Policies ond Programs
for Youth Youth ond America's Future
The Mom T. Grant Foundotion
Commission on Work, family ond Citizenship

Beyond Rhetoric: A New American Agency for Children and Families

Finol Report of the Notionol Commission on Children

1 ill Eighteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Streetwise: Angeliko films
New World Video
los Angeles, Colifomio
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PIMA COUCTY JUVENILE COUIC.: CENTER
2225 East Ajo Way
Taman, Minna
RUNAWAY REFERRAL

PARENT/GUARDIAN/OTHER CUSTODIAN'S PROMISE TO CONTACT
FAMILY CRISIS SERVICE (FCS) AT 3234707

TPD 0 UAPD 0
PCSD 0 OVPD 0

STPD 0 wo
DM 0 PCC

Other

**Irkirizirintrick*****

Law Enforcement Report Number

Connect-up Number

Arresting Officer Badge

*******Irk*

YOUR SON/DAUGHTER
Name of Juvenile

WAS ARRESTED DATE
Date

RUNAWAY A VIOLATION OF ARS 8-223.

SIGNED

Time

Date of Birth

FOR THE OFFENSE OF

Officer Re laming, Badge Number Date Time

AS A CONDITION OF RELEASE, A JUVENILES PARENT/GUARDIAN/OR OTHER CUSTODIAN
MUST GIVE THEIR WRITTEN PROMISE TO CONTACT THE FAMILY CRISIS.SERVICE (FC,S*1 . .4
COMO CONDICION DE LIBERTAD. EL PADRE/TUTOR Y OTROCUSTODIO DE EL/LOS JUVENILES
OMEN DE ASEGURAR POR ESCRITO DE COMUNICARSE CON FAMILY CRISIS SERVICE.

I HEREBY GIVE MY WRITTEN PROMISE TO CONTACT THE FAMILY CRISIS SERVICE (FaS)
REGARDING MY SON/DAUGHTER/WARD FOR AN INTERVIEW CONCERNING THE OFFENSE OF
RUNAWAY.

POR LA PRESENTE, DOY MI PERMISO POR ESCRITO DE PONERME EN CONTACTO CON FAMILY
CRISIS SERVICE (FCS) CON RELACION A MI HIJO(A)/TUTOR PAM UNA ENTREVISTA CON
RELACION DEL DELITO DE FUGA (RUNAWAY).

I WILL TELEPHONE FAMILY CRISIS SERVICE !N NOT LESS THAN THREE OR MORE THAN FOUR
DAYS BETWEEN 4:00PM. AND 9:00PM. AT 3234707 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR INTERVIEW.

ME COMUNICARE CON FAMILY CRISIS SERVICE POR TELEFONO NO MENOS DE TRES 0 MAS
DE CUATRO DIAS ENTRE LAS 4:00 p.m. y 9:00 Rm. al 3234 707 PARA HACER UNA CITA PARA LA
ENTREVISTA.

PARENT/GUARDIAN RelationsNp

L
HOHOME ADDRESS

ME TELEPHONE NUMBER

81/1111.111111111AM

WHITE COPY COURT CCP+ vf., t.OW COPY LAW ENFOR REC,OROS P'NI( CCPY

PARENT,GUARDIANiOTI4ER CUSTODIAN GOLDENROD CCPY FAMILY CAISI!i. SERVICE

CITY STATE

BUSINESS TELEPHONE NUMBER
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OUR TOWN FfWAY CENTER (OTK) N a tortywnity°gamy which often the Wowing melon to young people cod their

fornilies.

RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS: 323-1708, Robert E. Cannon, Progrom Monoger

Tronsitionol Group Home: Program focuses on adolescents needing Independent living skills ond

alternative housing services. Staff provides case management, skills classes, housing, gtoup. Individual

counseling ond odvococy. Th Is program Is for high rish and special needs youth.

Reunion. House: Crisis Counseling/Intervention with youths and their fornilles experiencing stress and

hovIng a need for short term separation.

YOU1H OUTREACH PROGRAM: 323-1706,
John Vasquez Redoy, Program Manager

Fiiah Alsir Youth Outreoctl OTFC hos a 24-hour, 7 doy o week crisis phone. Crisis teoms provide

Intervention services on on In-home Of Inoffice basis to youth under 18.

Substance Abuse InteIventiom Offers group
counseling for youth needing alcohol ond other substonce

Interventions, sponsors AA, NA,RI-11Teen groups.

melass Youth Street Outreach: 323-1706 or 1-800-53FI-TOWN SI-800-537-86061 Mobile outreach

teams cruise streets In areas frequented by homeless youth. They make contact ond provide for basic

services such os food, clothing, shelter and medical Information. Self, school, agency referrols.

Arvenile RurgulguTlygnisaL_OTFC responds to Pima County Juvenile Court Center to assess ond refer

ist ond 2nd time runaways referred by low enforcement.

ergjeg jaf_elkce; Offers Intervention to youth contemplotIng running owoy or to those already on the

ron, In collaborotion with other community agencies and businesses.

FAMILY PRESERVATION: 323-170e Down West, Program Coordinator

family Preservotion: An intensive, home-bused program to prevent out-of-home placement of children.

Teaching families the skills to chonge their environment to keep the child sofely in their home.

MEDIATION PROGRAMS: 323-7862

Community 114419-UV Er....g.grgre: Offers on
alternative meons for resolving disputes Involving Individuals,

current or former family members, neighbors, small claims and smoil groups, without violence or court

IntenrentIon, assists parties in reothing o mutually satisfactory solution thot i peoceful ond

continuous Specialized bilinguoiroicultural services ore provided ot the El Pueblo Neighborhood Office

(/46-0914)

5000 Peer..MVSPOtion Projed:
Provides training anti consultation ta elementary ond secondary schools

wonting to implement peer mediation program in which students help resolve conflicts between other

students. Contact Don Meyer at 323-780.

DIvorce.MerPatIgn. Offers divor.e, child custody, ond visitation mediation service on o sliding fce

stole. These medlotion car address bath parenting agreements and
flnanclailproperty issues, as weli

os post-decree modifications. Contact Linda Devoid at 323.7fI52.
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FAMILY COUNSEUNG PROGRAM: 323-1708 Jennifer Titisy, Program Manager

fn. Provides short and long-term indlviri family ond group SONICOS, and ploy
therapy to children and their families. Elllinguol/Bicultural staff available. In-home, office and evening
services.

"Iplouei Assistance Program (E.R.P.); piovidos counseling, mediation services and workshops to
noloyels of business on work-related, fomlly or interpersonollopics,

PREVENTION EDUCATION: 323-1708, Joel Sadowsky, Program Manager

Child Assoult Prevention Project (OPP); An elsmentoriiaTol program 1,at teaches children effective
strategies for deolino with potential physical and sexuel abuse. Live role ploys ore used to explore
prevention strategies that ore most effective for youths.

tricide Prevention; A high school based prolect designed to provide teenagers, parents ond teachers
Information, resources and skills to melt the increasing number of teenage suicides. In conjunction with
HEIP-ON-CALL. 323-9373 Of 323-1708

$elf-Steom Latch Hou: A chlid/porent training program for positive self-concept provides models for
children of working parents or specialized school populations.

Tien Vloleno Prevention Progrom; Provides information, skills and resources to old In the prevention of
teen relationship violence and date rope. Targeted for )unior and senior high students, their parents
and school personnel, It hos the unique component of utilizing the drama students from each school to
perform in the presentations. Follow-up clossroom component to reinforce the prevention message.

Teen Pregnancy Prevention Prom A junior and senior high school program thot provides teens,
parents, and teuchers with the Information, skills, and resources needed to address the risks of sexual
activity and the difficulties of teen parenthood.

ENRICHMENT FOR PARENTS: 881-0935, A program dedicated to the education, suppoit and
ervIchment of families os they grow and change. Parenting skills ore taught to Individuals at on
oppropriote time in their lives while they ore experiencing actual parenting sltuotions. Community
workshops available.

LCOMMUNITY EDUCATION: 323-1708: Don Boyd. Training Coordinotor. Conducts trainIngs and
workshops in conflict resolution, mediation, working with ongry people and supervisory problem
solving skills; training of trainers; ond staff development training. Workshops ond training
programs ore avollable for schools, groups, business and government organizations.

VOLUNTEER TRAINING: 323-1708, Judl Smith, Director of Volunteer and Community Services. Provides
training to potential volunteers and interested members of the community in the following oreos.
youth crisis counseling. street outreach work. mediation, child abuse prevention, suicide prevention
and substance abuse prevention.

National Presidential "Point of light" Award Recipient . April 4, 1990

19
Helping Families Help Themselves
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Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you. Listen, I am great at plagiariz-

ing good ideas. If that is not copywrited, I have a great use for it.

Mr. NOONAN. This came from the kids' idea, too, what would

work for homeless individuals, homeless children? They said,
"Well, you know, business cards that are dropped in here are nice,"

but we also have the problem of making cards waterproof and
things that would last and we thought about drug abuse, coke lines

and using those cards for that. We asked the kids what would work

for them, and this is what they came up with as their ways with

dealing with, this is where laundry goes, and clothes go and it is
waterproof and has the map of the area and all the other resources

available to them.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Great idea.
Mr. NOONAN, SO it has been helpful.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you. Mr. Bacca?

STATEMENT OF CHRIS BACA, YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, INC.,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Mr. BACA. Thank you very much, Congress Martinez. My name is

Chris Baca, and I am the chief executive officer of Youth Develop-

ment, Incorporated and I have been a director there for the last 18

years. We are a community-based project that started in 1968 as a

way of the community getting together to prevent juvenile delin-

quency. At that point in time, the south valley of Albuquerque,

New Mexico, which is where I am born and raised, was experienc-

ing the highest juvenile delinquency rate in the State of New
Mexico, or at least the arrests were there.

In the neighborhoods, families in the neighborhoods, got very

concerned because the institutions were not very responsive to a

largely minority population and a largely minority population in

the jails. And as a result of this community involvement Youth De-

velopment was formed in 1971. And our primary mission is to

assist in the healthy and positive development of our children and

youth.
We believe that at-risk youth's problems originate in the home

and community environment and we believe in the dignity of the
individual and the importance of the family as the base unit to
effect positive change. In order for juvenile justice problems to be

solved, a holistic approach has to be utilized. Many problems, such

as drug and alcohol abuse, gang involvement, adolescent pregnan-

cy, child abuse, low self-esteem and low achievement stem from

poverty, ignorance and lack of nurturing.
Restoring dignity, respect and trust have been the basic steps

taken by YDI as a service provider to begin the reparation process

for the individual and the family and thus, the community. During
the past 20 years, YDI has addressed these issues using a holistic
continuum of care approach.

Since the inception of our program, our emphasis has been to
reach out to these high risk youth who avoid, drop out or cannot

deal with traditional institutions such as the public school system,

the probation system, the government implemented programs that

are out there and imposed on communities. Our approach has been

proven not to be only cost effective but more important truly effec-
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tive in the areas of dealing with the individual's problems. Because
we are able to focus on the multi-problem issues of families and in-
dividuals, they ate able to receive services at rwze and not be
shunted from one place to another and thus, get lost in the system.

We have expanded to include almost every aspect of youth serv-
ices. One of the things that we have tried to do is rather than
piecemeal our programs, is again utilizing the community as our
base of support, and begun to address programs not only in the
education area, the juvenile delinquency prevention area, the coun-
seling area, the correctional area and th.e economic developmen'
area, but melded all those approaches together.

Some of the examples of the programs that we have, and we
have well over 40, are for instance, our Project Succeed, which is a
stay in school program, a drop-out prevention effort that this year
was recognized by the President and the Department of Labor as
the most effective effort at preventing drop-outs. What we have
done essentially is create smaller, more supportive classroom envi-
ronments within the school that we staff and that we provide not
only the teachers, but the counselors and the job developers and
the family prevention specialists.

We have replicated that program in Valencia County, the county
south of Bernalillo County, using a different approach in which we
used the young people themselves to tutor younger children. We
have a program that was recogniwd again by Department of Labor
and the President in 1988, which was a retrievable program for
kids that had already dropped out and had been lost in the system
for years. Many of them were now 19 and 20 years old, with two
and three children, and never had a job. They had never gone back
to school. They had multiple barriers: teen p-egnancies, drugs,
criminal offenses. With that particular progra:: ye are able to put
them back into a classroom situation and back at work and an abil-
ity to receive their diploma.

So we are not giving up on kids which is a real important part of
the work that we do, the follow-up that someb6dy mentioned. We
just do not let them go after they serve their 6 weeks. We have set
up an independent living program that provides counseling and
training, education and training for youth on Federal subsidized
substitute care. There is a lot of kids in foster care that are not
receiving the kinds of services that they could. And they go again
from one family to another and are not put in a situation where
they can eventually learn how to fend for themselves.

We have residential programs like Much More House, which pro-
vides 24-hour supervision for severely mentally disturbed children.
Somebody mentioned abuse. The children that we have in this pro-
gram, as young as 8 years old and as old as 17, have been severely
abused. And people do not realize it. The reason they have a
mental illness like schizophrenia is because they are trying to
escape a reality that was so horrible that the actual disease is
better for them than actually having faced up to that terrible
abuse that they faced in their early years.

Unfortunately, in all of our programs we are beginning to see
more and more cases of abuse; sexual, mental and physical, not
only for females but for males. We have Amistad Crisis Facility
which is a runaway facility. We have Casa NorEste. We had to
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form another home because there were so many runaways, actually
homeless youth, because the act itself says, "Your kids can only
stay in there 2 weeks," we are having to bounce kids back out be-

cause you could not keep them any longer than that.
And we had to open up another facility that had more flexibility

in keeping kids in there for a longer time because you cannot fix
kids' problems in 2 weeks. As a result of that, we also had to set up

another program, transitional living program, which is an inno-

vative effort through which young people will transition from semi-

supervised independent living arrangements to permanent housing.

We have just had our first family young family, buy their home
this past week. They had been homeless 6 months ago. Six months

ago they entered into our program and within 6 months thel, have

been able to buy their own home which is the American dream.

Counseling programs, we think they are very, very important to

at risk kids, are actually targeting specific areas where we know

there are many at risk families. That tends to be housing projects
in low income areas. Children in need of supervision counseling

programs. We involve our young people in these peer substance
abuse prevention which provides them to be the primary educators

and imparters of knowledge in terms of substance abuse preven-

tion.
We have always done outreach counseling. We have not sat back,

as the individual from Arizona, Mr. Noonan mentioned, sat beck
and waited for clients to come in. It will never work that way. So

we outreach into all areas of the city, especially those areas where

there is a high degree of crime.
We have corrections programs like the First Offenders Programs.

The Gang Intervention Programs, as Ms. King noted that way back

in 1978 when I was talking to the leaders of our community about

the fact that we had gangs and we had gang problems, nobody paid

any attention except for the juvenile justice advisory group. And

they gave us a small seed grant. Up until 2 years ago gangs were
not in the headlines in New Mexico, and now they almost dominate
the picture in Albuquerque. And it is beginning to spread to other
communities throughout New Mexico, but the JJDPA had the fore-

sight to be able to help us to beginning planning efforts to prevent

further gang formation.
We have an Institution Diversion Program that provides presen-

tencing alternatives to the courts for serious delinquent juveniles

who might otherwise be institutionalized. Some of that was ad-
dressed today.

We have Teatro Consejo which uses puppetry, music, dance and

theater as the primary modality to educate and pre vent substance

abuse. We have project DeSIDA, which provides HIV prevention
and education for IV drug users and their families. Project Poder,

another program that specifically targets public housing areas.
What ends up happening is that you concentrate large numbers of

at risk families and because you have provided them housing, you
think they are going be okay. It ends up beginning to be an area
where much crime is concentrated because no other services have

been delivered there.
We also have become the AIDS education and trainers for this

State, specifically for those who work with high risk adolescents.
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We provide 24-hour drop-in centers in housing projects. We believe
very much in youth motivation and we have programs designed to
involve young children, 6 to 12, in organized sports. It plays such a
critical role in providing many of our young people meaningful
ways by which they can involve themselves.

And we do latch key recreation for after school programming
and we have done that for the last 20 years. Latch key is nothing
new to Youth Development. And then we do employment which we
believe is a way that we can concretely demonstrate to our young
people what they are worth. A lot of us give lip service to how val-
uable our young people are, but we never help them recognize
their true value by hiring them and giving them jobs and providing
them a way by which they can provide for themselves and their
families.

We provide, of course, a summer youth employment and other
JTPA programs. Quite recently we have set up youth enterprise
systems by which we provide young people with hands-on experi-
ence in business environments. And we have started a painting
company. We are now painting contractors and we are an appren-
tice program where our young people are beginning training to
become journeymen and we just opened up a restaurant, in which
they are being trained to be restaurant managers and chefs.

We have opened up a desktop publishing firm by which they are
learning computer skills. And also to our program, we have set up
a whole economic development program, which will house revenue
generating activities. These activities will assist our programs to
supplement the rising costs of providing high quality direct services
which truly meets the needs of our community. We cannot sit back,
communities cannot 3it back and wait for the Federal Government
or the State or the local governments to give them money to solve
their problems. We have to take concrete action to do that and we
have done that by setting up our own businesses.

We believe very firmly in education and we provide numerous
scholarships to our young people. We have set up the New Mexico
Teen Institute, which is a leadership institute that helps develop
leadership skills for our young people. These are our leaders for
the future and we cannot ignore them and we have to provide
them every opportunity by which they can sharpen their skills as
leaders.

We have successfully melded child and family, private and
public, community and city, into one of' the most comprehensive
and successful efforts in the Nation to address at risk youth issues.
Cur staff, itself, averages 16 years of employment with the corpora-
tion, a senior staff with at least that many years, and we have been
able to achieve this kind of status and recognition numerous times
in terma of awards which really do not mean anything unless you
can go forward, by basically following this philosophy; first of all,
to create change, to take risks, to accept responsibility and to be
accountable for our actions, to respect all people, to promote unity,
trust, pride and to exemplify dedication to our mission, to achieve a
high quality of work life through involvement of all people in an
environment of openness and fairness in which everyone is treated
with dignity, honesty and respect, to promote good communications
among all employees and clients and operate in an atmosphere of
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freedom to share ideas and speak one's mind without fear of repris-

al, and to do all that we can to help our clients and their families
to achieve their full potential, to treat them with dignity and re-
spect and to listen to their needs and to do our best to help them to

become healthy, whole, contributing citizens to this great society of

ours.
Thank you for your time and effort. I am available to answer

any questions.
[The prepared statement of Chris Baca follows:]

STATEMENT OF CHRIS BACA, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, INC.,

YOUTH ENTERPRISES SYSTEM, INC., AND FOUNDATION FOR YOUTH, INC.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on Human Re-

sources. I also want to welcome you to Santa Fe, the beautiful capital of New

Mexico.
My name is Chris Baca and I am the Chief Executive Officer of Youth Develop-

ment, Inc. and have been for the last 18 yearb YDI is a comprehensive community-

based youth services organization in existence ;,,,ice 1971. Our primary mission is to

assist in the healthy and positive development of our children and youth. We be-

lieve that at-risk youth's problem originate in the home and community environ-

ment. YDI believe in the dignity of the individual and the importance of the family

as the base unit to effect positive change.
In order for juvenile justice problems to be solved, a holistic approach lias to be

utilized. Many problems such as drug and alcohol abuse, gang involvement, adoles-

cent pregnancy, child abuse, low self-esteem, and low achievement stem from pover-

ty, ignorance and lack of nurturing. Restoring dignity, respect, and trust have been
the basic steps taken by YDI as a service provider to begin the separation process

for the individual and the family. During the past 20 years YDI has addressed these

issues using an approech of holistic continuum of care.
Since the inception of YDI, our program emphasis has been to reach out to those

high risk youth who avoid, dropout or cannot deal with traditional institutions such

as Albuquerque Public Schools, Juvenile Probation, and government implemented
programs. our community.based approach has proven not only cost effective but

more importantly, truly effective In the areas of dealing with the Individual's prob-

lems. The fact that YDI utilizes an in-house/multi-youth support approach, enables

a client to receive a variety of support services. Since its inception, YDI has inter-

nally expanded to include almost every aspect of youth services.
The components currently providing services under the YDI umbrella are as fol-

lows:

EDUCATION

Prvject SucceedStay-In-School: Serves in school youth (14-18) who are on the

verge of dropping out. The program includes small individualized classroom instruc-

tion in math and English, counseling services, after school employment and a paren-

tal involvement program. The goal is for students to remain in school, improve

grade and attendance and graduate from high school.
Valencia County Dropout Prevention Program: This Stay-In-School Dropout Pre-

vention effort is designed to serve high school youth (14-18) at risk of dropping out.

A combination of tutoring and counseling serves make this program in the effort to

assist young people to further their educational goals. The students participating
must attend Be len or Los Lunas High Schools and meet JTPA low-income criteria.

GED Prep/Entry Employment Program: A State accredited alternative educational

program which serves high risk youth (1621) who have failed in the traditional
school system. The student attends a structured educational program for 15 hours

per week and works on community improvement projects for up to 20 hours per
week. Participants are paid for work experience.

Independent Living Program: A youth counseling and training program which

provides education/training for youth who are in federally subsidized substitute

care. The program assists youth to prepare themselves to live independently while

continuing their education and employment goals.
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RESIDENTIAL

Much More House: Provides 24 hours supervision for severely mentally impaired
children. Services include individual group aid family therapy to address each
youngster's_problem area so that they may return to the community.

Anistad Runaway Facility A youth crisis and runaway facility for children 13 to
17 years old. The basic function of Amistad is to meet the immediate needs of youth
in crisis such as food, shelter, and counseling for a period ranging from 1 day .o 3
weeks.

Casa Nor Este Chronic Runaway Facility: Provide residential care to youth (13-17)
who have been identified as chronic runaways. Casa uses a psycho-educational ap-
proach which stimulates self-motivation to break the patterns of runaways.

Transitional Living Housing Program: An innovative effort through which young
people will transition from semi-supervised independent living arrangements to per-
manent housing. Successful clients will develop both employment and living skills-
necessary to leading productive lives and have the potential to acquire their own
homes through this project.

COUNSELING

Youth At Risk Program: A United Way funded program, provides outreach indi-
vidual family and crisis counseling services to middle and high school youth in Ber-
nalillo County. Counseling focuses on problem solving helps to design a plan of
action necessary in achieving positive personal goals.

The Valencia/Socorro County CHINS Counseling Program: Provides individual,
group and family counseling services for clients referred by middle and high school
staff in Valencia and Socorro counties. Early intervention provides the most effec-
tive means of stabilizing and strengthening families.

Peer Substance Abuse Prevention: Provides the opportunity for adolescents to pro-
vide assistance to other youths at risk of substance abuse. Youth Helping Youth is
the theme of the program which utilizes a training of trainers approach with a high
degree of participation from youth. Runaway and homeless youth are the target
population for these services.

Outreach Counseling Provides counseling services Including individual and family
counseling for youth residing in high risk areas needing these services. Services are
provided for elementary, middle and high school age youth attending the Albuquer-
que public schools.

CORRECTIONS

First Offenders Program/Sandoval County: Provides services to children who are
first time offenders. Children and parents attend a 7 week program to address peer
pressure, communications, substance abuse and pregnancy prevention.

Gang Intervention Program: Concentrates on diverting gang activities to construc-
tive community activity. The program provides gang members with job information,
alternative education, and group/individual counseling. It also facilitates social and
recreational activities to promote team building.

Institutional Diversion: Provides pre-sentencing alternative to the courts for seri-
ously delinquent juveniles who might otherwise be institutionalized. Program goals
are to treat the juvenile offender in the community, rather than relying on correc-
tional facilities by providing supervision and support services to the offender and
their families.

PREVENTION

Teatro Consejo: Uses puppetry, music, dance and theatre as the primary modality
to educate and prevent substance abuse. Teatre Consejo targets too high risk popu-
lations which include youth who are at risk of dropping out of school and preschool
children living in a high risk impact area.

Prvject DeSIDA: Provides HIV prevention and education for Hispanic IV drug
users and their families. This unique effort combines street outreach with counsel-
ing, theatre and other educational media to combat the rise of IV drug use and re-
sulting HIV infection among the Hispanic population.

Project Poder Provides comprehensive services to public housing areas. The
project assists public housing residents to organize and coordinate efforts to bring
about positive changes in their community. Services include counseling, substance
abuse prevention, education assistance and job referral and placement.

Arnistad AIDS Education/Training: Designed to provide training for trainers who
work with high risk adolescents, by providing accurate information in preventing
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the spread of the Human Immuno-deficiency Virus (HIV) which causes AIDS. This

information and education assists youth in making healthy decisions.

RECREATION

Alamosa Community Center. Offers a comprehensive program which includes:

youth and family counseling, job development, youth employment, community pride

projects and a structured drop-in recreation program.
Youth Motivation Programs: Designed to involve young children (6-12) in orga-

nized sports. Emphasis is placed on beneficial fun runs, walks and soccer. The Little

Roadrunners Soccer Club and the Las Senoritas Drill Team are activ,,ly involved in

a variety of community volunteer efforts, which YDI feels helps to develop a posi-

tive self-esteem.
Latch Key Recreation: Provides after school recreation to youth at local school

sites. The recreation program consists of drop in centers where youth can partici-

pate in game activities. Other sport activities include intramural sports, Las Senori-

tas Drill Team, Health And Sports programs and Little Roadrunners.

EMPLOYMENT

Summer Youth Employment Programs: Provides employment opportunities for

low-income disadvantaged JTPA eligible youth (14-21). Services may range from

minor home repairs, exterior home painting services, landscaping projects, graffiti
elimination as well as clerical support, recreational and daycare aides. The SYEP

program offers on the job training to approximately 500 youth.
Youth Enterprises System: Provides young people with a "hands on" experience in

a business environment. YES operates three entrepreneurship businesses which in-

clude a thrift store operation, a painting business and a silk screening business.

OTHER PROGRAMS

Youth Development, Inc. is in the process of organizing its Economic Development

Program which will house revenue generating activities. These activities will assist

YDI to supplement the rising costs of providing high quality direct services which

truly meet the needs of the community.
In addition to operating programs, YDI also provides community services such as

the following:
Youth Development, Inc. works with private citizens and companies in the com-

munity to raise scholarship funds. Through these efforts, young people are given the

opportunity to continue their education. The recipients of these funds are youth

who have made significant strides in setting and achieving goals and are very often

youth who had not been expected to "make it" because of their past behaviors.

In order to address the growing concern over substance abuse by youth, Youth

Development Inc. has worked with local community groups and the City of Albu-

querque to sponsor the first New Mexico Teen Institute. The Teen Institute assists
youth to discover and develop leadership skills and to use these skills to help in the

prevention of substance abuse.
As the most experienced and successful youth aid family service organizations in

the State, Youth Development Inc. has become a qualified resource to other commu-

nity agencies. YDI has taken a lead role in providing Training and Assistance for

community agencies requesting this service. Community education and training is
available on virtually every subject concerning children youth and families.

YDI has successfully melded child and family; private and public institutions;

community; city, county, State, and Federal agencies into one of the most compre-
hensive and, successful efforts in the Nation to address at-risk youth issues.

Management Experience: YDI has a core management staff who average 16 years

of employment with the corporation. Senior management staff average a Master's

level education and 16 years of management experience. The corporate staff repre-
sent 190 years of combined senior management level experience dealing with at-risk

youth programs.
YDI has achieved National Exemplary Program status numerous times by follow-

ing this philosophy. Our corporate philosophy can be summarized as follows:

To create change, take risks, accept responsibility and be accountable for our ac-

tions.
To respect all people, promote unity, trust, pride, and exemplify dedication to our

mission.
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To achieve a high quality of work life through involvement of all people in an
environment of openness and fairness in which everyone is treated with dignity,
honesty, and respect.

To promote good communications among all employees by operating in an atmos-
phere of freedom to share ideas and speak one's mind without fear of reprisal.

To do all that we can to help our clients and their families achieve their full po-
tential. To treat them with dignity and respect. To listen to their needs and to do
our best to help them become healthy, whole, contributing citizens.

Thank you for your time and effort. I am available to answer any questions.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Baca. Let me ask you a
question. It seems like you have developed a complete and compre-
hensive kind of program here. How many young people do you
service in a year?

Mr. BACA. Seventeen thousand.
Chairman MARTINEZ. In one year, 17,000?
Mr. BACA. Yes, sir, and their families.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Where does most of your funding come

from right now? Do you have a percentage of funding off the top of
your head?

Mr. BACA. It probably turns out to be one-third Federal, one-
third local, one-third private fundraising.

Chairman MARTINEZ. One-third Federal, one-third local?
Mr. BACA. Right.
Chairman MARTINEZ. And one-third private funding. The private

funding is distinguished from local?
Mr. BACA. That is correct.
Chairman MARTINEZ. What is the local then? What do you con-

sider the local?
Mr. BACA. City and colnty dollars.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Okay, local government.
Mr. BACA. Right.
Chairman MARTINEZ. And then the one-third is donations.
Mr. BACA. Donations and some of our revenue generating activi-

ties that go back to support our programs.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Of the one-third that is local donations,

what percentage of that is monies that is raised or earned?
Mr. BACA. Excuse me, I did not understand the question.
Chairman MARTINEZ. You say one-third Federal, one-third local

government, and one-third voluntary donations.
Mr. BACA. Right.
Chairman MARTINEZ. But of that one-third voluntary donations a

portion of that is the money that you generate from the businesses
which you have.

Mr. BACA. That is correct.
Chairman MARTINEZ. What percentage of that one-third is gener-

ated by those businesses?
Mr. BACA. At this point, it is about 20 percent. Most of these

businesses are relatively new.
Chairman MARTINEZ. But you can expand that. I will tell you

what, on your silk screening
Mr. BACA. Yes.
Chairman MARTINEZ. [continuing] call Bill Richardson and tell

him you want to do his political signs next year.
Mr. BACA. That is correct.
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Chairman MARTINEZ. There is a company in L.A., Colby, Colby
Printers, who I will tell you is fabulous in the amount of business

they do and their main business is really, the bulk of their busi-
ness, is at one time, during an election. Everybody that I know goes
to them for the silk screening. You know, so you might start send-
ing out little notices to all the elected officials in the State, "You
are going to run a campaign; we do silk screening."

Mr. BACA. Congressman, that is noted. That is a good idea. I am
like you, I do not mind plagiarizing.

Chairman MARTINEZ. Very good. But, no, I would like at some
point in time to come by and visit your facility and look at your
programs personally because it is very intriguing the things you
are doing.

Mr. BACA. Mi casa, su casa.
Chairman MARTINEZ. You mentioned child abuse. Did you know

that everyday three children die from abuse from a parent?
Mr. BACA. Exactly, it is a sad commentary on what is going on.
Chairman MARTINEZ. You know, a lot of these programs that in-

clude family counseling that you talked about are so important be-

cause sometimes it is just through ignorance and through frustra-

tions and bitternesses that the parents, they need counseling, too,

that they commit this abuse. With counseling and the realization
that this is somebody they should love and cherish, not abuse, they
turn around. They do turn around.

Some of the parents are abusive parents because they were
abused to begin with and even if they were not abused to begin

with, it is just frustration. You know, I was raised during the de-
pression. I was born in 1929. There is two auspicious things that
happened in that year; one, the stock market crashed and the
other was the Valentine Day massacre. Guess what day I was born

on, the day of the massacre?
But being raised through that depression, when there was a lot

of poverty, we saw in our neighborhood a lot of abuse and most of
it was from parents who did not know how they were going to put
food on the table for the kids and as a result, that child was in
their mind as part of their guilt in not being able to live up to that
responsibility. They would strike out.

We saw it more recently here in some of the areas where there
were plant closures, major plant closures. And we were testifying
in Alabama in a little community where the only source of employ-

ment there was r ;extile mill which had been dislocated. It closed

up and put so many of the residents of that community out of
work. One lady testified before us that she had been married 23

years to a warm and loving, caring husband who had never raised
his hand to any of their three children or herself and had never
taken a drink.

When he lost that job and that self-respect as the breadwinner of

the house, he suddenly started to drink and become abusive, to the
point that she had to get a court order to get him out of the house

and a restraining order to keep him away. The guy ended up in an
institution and was receiving help and maybe there is some hope,

but the desperation of not being able to provide for your family is a
lot of times what leads to that.
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And where there are alternatives that we can provide, and I go
back to the idea that in our preamble to the Constitution in de-
scribing why are we enacting the Constitution it says, "In order to
form a more perfect union," and one of the reasons is "To promote
the general welfare." We have not lived up to that commitment.

Sure it says, "Provide for the commun defense," but that does
not mean building and spending millions and millions and millions
and billions of dollars for defense systems that do not work any
more. At the budget conference the Pentagon itself said, "There
are 12 systems here dealing with millions of dollars that we do not
need, that they have been outdated, that they are no longer capa-
ble because there has been other technologies that have been devel-
oped that negate them." And yet, because evidently we are in the
districts of influential colleagues of mine, not one of those pre .
grams was eliminated. And yet, look what we could have done with
that money on these programs. Seventy-flve million dollars for this
program when it really takes inorc. like, I forget who said it, Profes-
sor Shepherd, something like $210 million even if we just kept pace
with the funding then. But you understand, that is not keeping
pace because the funding then wae for the problems that existed at
that time and may be inadequate at that time; it was not serving
the full eligible population and today that number should be so
much greater and it is not.

And we have to start setting some priorities in our country. We
make great speeches on the Ilouse floor about how important our
children are to us, being our future and all and how our family
structure is so important to us as the basis of our democracy, but
somehow we always fall short when it comes to providing the kinds
of money.

And not in everything. There are some programs that have great
advocacy in Congress. Job Corps ;s one that is a tremendous pro-
gram. For every dollar invested, it returns to us somewhere be.
tween $1.35 and $1.46. Now, if that. were a business, that is 35, 46
percent profit. You are learning in the businesses that you are
going to run, if you made that kind of a profit you would be sitting
pretty.

But the government actually gets that, and yet, the past adminis-
tration wanted to zero fund that, wanted to eliminate it. Stockman,
who was the President's financial expert, advised him to do away
with Job Corps, you know. And that is the kind of leadership we
have had from at least the administration and some in Congress.
But $750 million for Job Corps is well-spent, but why can we not
spend $750 million for this?

Ms. KING. We would like that,
Chairman MARTINEZ. Really, Ms. King. we are serving the same

kind of a population. Those people that end up in Job Corps are
some of the kids that you would be dealing with or are dealing
with because they are not dealing with them. And so it is an im-
portant thing. If we can recognize it there, why can we not recog-
nize it here? I am getting off of my main point which is to get in..
formation from you and I do not mind to preach to you because it
is like preaching to the choir, but Mr. Martinez said that talk is
cheap.
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Coordination. You know, you can talk about coordination and

really do nothing about it. But how do we achieve uniform and real
collaborationand I like his word collaboration because that is a
stronger word--in the States for these juvenile delinquency reme-
dies and still have the flexibility that we need at the State level?
Can any of you propose an idea to us that we can promote in Con-

gress to getting that collaboration nationally to all the States with-
out

Mr. BROWN. I think there are some good examples at the State
level in a number of different States and I am thinking specifically

of places like Oregon, which about 10 years ago decided that they
were going to come into compliance with the act and develop what
is called Juvenile Services Commissions. And it is a series of com-

missions that exist in all the rural areas; I am not sure it is in
every county, but then there is also a central commission.

We have done the very same thing in Illinois, but it gives a proc-

ess by which money flows down to the local level. And the local
people, even at the neighborhood level, determine what their own
individual needs are. Dennis had mentioned earlier how important
it was for them to carve out their own types of programs and sys-

tems and then have it all work up through, for instance, the State.
The State is uniquely qualified to develop standards and licens-

ing criteria, quality of care type of things. They are uniquely quali-

fied to do training, funding and that kind of thing. But then to
move that money down to the local level where they know best,
people know best what their own needs are and to meet those
really specific needs that kids have.

A model like that, I think, in virtually every State would be a

God-sent.
Mr. SHEPHERD. We are seeing sane of that in Virginia, Congress-

man Martinez. Governor Wilder, I think, testified before Congress
several months ago on the initiative in Virginia in developing tills

sort of collaborative process at the State level and moving down to
the localities where there will be in each locality something compa-
rable to, you talked about child abuse, to the multi-disciplined
teams that exist in addressing the problems of child abuse.

We have developed a program in Virginia in dealing with status
offenders where at the local level cases are staffed by social serv-

ices, education, youth services, health, mental health and now
what the State is doing is working out a system whereby the
money wiil follow the child rather than the child having to he

pigeonholed into a particular category. That is one of the dilem-
mas is taking kids and cutting them up into pieces and saying,
"You know, you have to identify this child as schimphrertic or you

have to identify this child as learning disabled or you have to iden-
tify this child as delinquent or as a CHINS befbre services can be

rendered."
If you can. have the money targeted to the child and deal with

the child, as several speakers have said, in a more holistic fashicn,
that makes a lot more sense And the State is really going to be
mandating this sort of inter-agency collaboration and cooperation.

I think that is the model. Part of it, the act talks about the Fed-

eral Coordinating Council and yet, it does not happen. If we had a
better example in the implementation of what the act mandates,
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where HHS with its focus ought to be nsed on neglected children
and foster care and Justice with its drug programs and juvenile.
justice prograins. If we had a better example at the Federal level,
that would probably help.

Chairman MARTINEZ. I think we need to look at that. We need to
look at the Oregon plan, too, and we will do that. Let me ask, it is
getting on to lunch time and I guess some people are beginning to
get hungry. I notice some are beginning to leave But let me ask
this last question and then ask the same thing, that we continue
the dialogue, that we leave the record open, that there are other
things that we might want some elaboration on, and if you would
allow us to imbrnit to you in writing or by phone conversations and
get ns back that information so we can make it part of the record.

But let me ask this of you, Professor Shepherd. We have heard
about the valid court waiver issue and would like to know, is it
cover-used because we have heard that it is over-used? And is it still
necessary? Should we change it? is it true that States are mer-uti-
lizing its use?

Mr. SHEPHERD. Well, certainly the Government Accounting
Office study showed that it is being over-used particularly in some
jurisdictions. The National Coalition opposed the inclusion of the
valid court order exception to deinstitutionalization when it was
enacted in 1980. We have continued to call for its repeal and I
think the GAO study clearly reinforces the position of the National
Coalition that it should be removed from the act.

At the very least, what I would like to see is again, even it if
were to be continued in the act if there were more specific criteria.
Virginia, over the opposition of many of us, ultimately adopted a
valid court order exception, but the hoops that had to be jumped
through in order to place a child in an institutional setting for vio-
lating a valid court order were so stringent that we are finding it is
being used very little and only when there has been a staffing by a
multi-disciplined team to try and intervene in the problems that
the child is continuing to present.

But certainly the GAO study showed that in certain jurisdiction,
in Ohio in particular, there was some fairly massive over-use of
kind of bootstrapping kids through the valid court order exception
into institutionalizing status offenders. But do not get me wrong,
that is not the only problem. We have a lot of kids who are truly
status offenders that are being locked up in an institutional setting
under a delinquency label. You know, the girl who runs away from
home and is charged with larceny in having taken a suitcase with
her when she left, or having taken $10 out of her mother's purse to
catch the bus, when the problems that are really being presented
are status offense ptoblerns. I mean, the girl is really not a thief.
That is not the presenting problem.

And we need to focus en that part of it as well.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Maybe jointly we can. Let me thank you

all for being with us today and providing us with this valuable in-
formation. I would like to make one announcement, several an.
nouncements.. I would like you all to know my chief of staff whom,
in my absence, can take care of any problem that I can and prob-
ably better, Maxine Grant and the staff directer cf the Subcommit-
tee of Human Resources is Eric Jensen. Do not let the name throw
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you; he is not a Swede. And we have had the honored pleasure of

.having with us on this visit someone from Senator Kohl's office,

who is the subcommittee chairman on Juvenile Justice on the

Senate side, out of the Judiciary Committee and his able staff

person with us today is Marsha Renoir.
And so we thank you and Senator Kohl for sending you along. I

know the Senator has indicated that he wants to work with our

committee on the House side to achieve some of' these things we

are talking about here today and his commitment to that is evi-

denced by the fact that he has sent his staff person here to be with

us today.
Again, thank you all and thank you fbr ,,participating, and the

audience who just listened patiently to us. And we hope that it has

been informational to you. as well. And thank you again. Thank

you, Ms. King and thank the Governor for allowing us to visit your

wonderful State.
Ms. KING. Thank you. We are very pleased that you are here and

I would just like to go back and emphasize again that you cannot

just treat the child; you have to treat the whole family and that

needs to be considered.
Chairman MARTINEZ. Absolutely. Thank you again.

[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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